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SKEW PBW MONADS AND REPRESENTATIONS.

Alexander L. Rosenberg

INTRODUCTION.

Let R be an associative nng, e a map from some set Q) to the group

Aut(R) of automorphisms of the ring R such that the image of e is a semi-

group in Aut(R). A skew PBW (Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt) ring related to the map

e is an associative ring R{e,~J which contains R as a subring and is a free

right R-module with a basis {xsls E G} such that rxs = eir)xs for any s E

Q) and all r E R. The symbol ~ stays for the multiplication table: xsx
t

=
IxU~(Sltl u). We assurne that (!} has a rnarked element * which the map e
sends into idR; and x* = 1 - the identity element of the ring R.

Important special cases of skew PBW rings are (quantized) enveloping algeb

ra of an arbitrary Kac-Moody Lie algebra, enveloping algebras of reductive Lie

algebras, Heisenberg and Weyl algebras (of an arbitrary rank) and their 'quan

tum' deformations, enveloping algebra of the Virasoro Lie algebra, crossed pro

ducts.

The main result of this paper, Theo~em 6.6.3, describes (gives a canonical

realization of) the spectrum of the category R{e.~J-mod in terms of the spect-

rum of R-mod.

Reca11 that annihilaters of modules from the spectrum are prime ideals, and

if the ring IS left noetherian, any prime ideal is the annihilator of a module

of the spectrum (cf. [R2]).

Another fact is that the spectrum of a category contains isomorphy classes

of a11 simple objects. And Theorem 6.6.3 allows to single out immediately a se

ries of irreducible representations of R{e,~J which could be ca11ed generali·

zed Harish-Chandra modules. A more involved application of Theorem 6.6.3 (and

same other facts of the developed in [R4]-[R6] noncommutative spectral theory)

allows to find same natural· classes of non-diagonalizable irreducible represen

tations of reductive Lie algebras and Kac-Moody Lie algebras.

Thus, Theorern 6.6.3 can be used (at least) in two ways: for classification

of prime ideals of skew PBW rings; and for the study of their irreducible repre

sentations.

It hapPens that the language of rings and ideals is not convenient for the



study of the spectrum and simple objects which are of categorical nature. So, we

glve to the problem a more appropriate setting, and, as a result, investigate a

more general object - modules over a skew PBW monad. Recall that a monad in a

category s4 is a pair (F,J.J.) , where F is a functor from s4 to ,0., and Jl

is a functor morphism from F 0 F to F such that Jl 0 FJl = Jl 0 JlF and Jl 0 F11 = Jl 011F

for a (uniquely defined) nlorphislll 11: Id -------7 F (- the unity). An (F,Jl)-module

is a pair (M,m), where M IS an object of A and m is an arrow from F(M)

to M such that moFm = mOJl(M) and moll(M) = idM.

We say that a monad (F,!l) is a skew PBW monad if F = E9 es' where all es'
seffi

s e ffi, are auto-equivalences of the category A, and the image of the set

res I s e C!J} in the group AulA of isomorphy classes of auto-equivalences is a

semigroup. We assurne that m has a marked object, *, and 0* CI: Idsl1'

Astandart example: with any ring morphism R ~ B (respecting the iden-

tity elements) one associates a monad by taking as F the functor BfiJRand as

Jl the morphism BfiJR(B@R) -------7 B®R induced by the multiplication in B.

If B is a skew PBW ring over R, then B®R defines a skew PBW monad in

the category R-mod. But, of course, there are lots of skew PBW monads of dif-

ferent nature. For instance, A might be the category of quasi-coherent modules

on some scheme and e a map taking values in (tensoring by) invertible sheaves

on this scheme.

The paper is organized as folIows.

Section 1 contains some preliminaries about the spectrum of nonabelian ca

tegories we need in the sequel.

In Section 2, we introduce the principal characters of this work - skew PBW

rings and skew PBW monads.

In Section 3, some auxiliary facts about the spectrum and associated points

are proved.

Section 4 IS concerned with monads and modules having gradings related to a

tripIe (H,1t,X), where H is a semigroup, and 1t an H-set surjection from H

onto X. The principal (for us) example IS a special grading of this kind asso-

eiated with a point of the spectrum.

In Section 5, we get adescription of the spectrum of the category grXrF-mod

of X-graded rF-modules.

Section 6 contains the main theorem of this paper. We show that all points

of the spectrum of rF-mod which"grow up lt over a giyen point of SpecA can be

represented by a graded module with the grading associated to this point. s6
that we can use the results of Section 5 to get adescription of the spectrum.
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Then follow 'Complementary facts and examples'. Most of them are motivated

by representation theory.

In Section Cl, we discuss shortly some of the functorial properties of our

setting.

Section C2 is concerned with quasi-holonomic modules. Note that the conven

tional representation theory is restricted to holonomic modules. The (much lar

ger) class of quasi-holonomic modules is a natural domain of definition of the

formal character.

In Seetion C3 we show how to dualize the main results of the paper and to

apply them to the study of comodules over skew PBW comonads.

In Section C4, we study the spectrurn of the Weyl algebras and their quanti

zed versions.

In Seetion C5, we sketch some of the lying on the surface consequences of

our approach to the study of representations of reductive and Kac-Moody Lie al

gebras. Namely, given a reductive (or Kac-Moody) Lie algebra, we single out a

natural dass of representations which is, on a genenc level at least, related

with representations of certain hyperbolic ring. In the case of reductive Lie

algebras over a field of zero charaeteristic, trus dass coincides (conjectural

Iy) with the dass of quasi-holonomic modules introdueed in Section C.2. The si

gnifieanee of this fact is that the speetrum of hyperbolic rings is mueh easier

to study.

In Appendix, we apply the main theorem to get the speetral picture of the

two-parameter deformation of the eoordinate algebras of M(2) and GL(2).

Trus work was eompleted during my staying in Bonn. I am glad to express my

thanks to Max-Plank-Institut für Mathematik for the hospitality and support.

1. THE SPECTRUM OF A QUASI-EXACT CATEGORY.

Here we give a sketch of an extension of the developed In [R3] speetral

theory to nonabelian ease (which IS of independent interest) In the degree re

quired by the main body of this work.

1.0. Quasi-exact categories. A quasi-exact category is a tripIe (b';m, ~), where

b' is a eategory, and m and ~ are classes of arrows of b' which enjoy the

fo11owing properties:

(a) Hoth m and ~ are closed with respect to compositions, and contain

a11 isomorphisms of the category b.
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(h) If a morphism f' X ------) Y has a kernel and fog E Cf for some arrow

g: W ------7 X, then f E li. Dually for morphisms in ID.

(e) Every diagram X~ V (m Y such that e E (f and m E m can be

extended to a commutative square

e
X---~) V

m'l Im
e'X'---.-?) y

m (resp. from

m (resp. to

Y are morphisms from

--~) X' n Y, belangs to

where m' E m and I E ~.e

(d) If g: X ------7 X' and h: Y ------7

li), then their product, g n h: X n Y

Q:) too.

1.1. Example. Let yg be a full subcategory of an abelian category sd which

contains all subobjects of any of its objects. Take as (f all morphisms in fg

which are epimorphisms in 04; and set m to be all monoarrows in fg. Clearly

the conditions (a) - (d) above hold. Moreover, (c) follows from a much stronger

property:

(c ') Any arrow In fg IS represented as a composition moe1 where m E m
and e E (!. •

1.2. Example: the category of torsion free objects. Let i be a topologizing

subcategory In an abelian category A' and let flr denote the fuH subcategory,

of 91 generated by i-torsion free objects. Clearly the subcategory fi satis-

fies the conditions of Example 1.1 : every subobject of a i-torsion free object

is i-torsion free.

Note that fU" is also closed under extensions In A:

quence (in 91)

if In the exact se-

M' and

o ------) M'~ M~ M" ------) 0 (1)

M" are i-torsion free, then M IS lr-torsion free. In particular, the

subcategory f"TI" is closed under finite products in A. •

1.3. Example. Let 'U' be a topologizing subcategory of an abelian category A.

Take as m the family of all arrows f In A such that Ker(f) E Oblr. Dual

ly, define (f to be the dass of arrows g such that Cok(g) E lr.

An easy way to see that all the conditions hold (even (c') In Example 1.1)

IS to notice that the family m (resp. C!) is the preimage under the localiza-
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tion A -------? il/rr of the dass of all monomorphisms (resp. epimorphisms) of the

quotient category .il/rr". •

A quasi-exact Junc/or F: (tg;m,(f) ~ (tg';m',(f') between quasi-exact ca-

tegories is a functor F: tg -------? tg' which carries morphisms in m (resp. er)

into morphisms in m' (resp. morphisrns of er').

1.4. Examples. In Example 1.1, the natural embedding ~ -----7 il is a quasi-exact

functor. In particular, the inclusion functor fn"~ A of Example 1.2.

Clearly the localization sd -------? AIr in Example 1.3 is a quasi-exact

functor.•

1.4. A preorder in quasi-exact categories. Fix a quasi-exact category (A;9'Jl,t!).

When it does not create an ambigu ity, we shall write il instead of (A; ffi, (f).

For any two objects X and Y of the category A, we shall write X >- Y

if there is a diagram (k)X (m U~ Y, where m E 311, e E~, and (k)X

denotes the product of k copies of the object X.

1.1.1. Lemma. The relation >- is apreorder in OhA.

Proof In fact, let X >- Y, and Y >- Z; i.e. there exist the diagrams

(k)X~ U~ Y
and

. ,
(n)Y~ V~ Z

In which the arrows i, j E m, and e. e' E (f. The product

(nk)X ( (n)i (n)U (n)e ) (n)Y

of neopies of the diagram (1) is of the same type (cf. 1.0.1).

There exists a diagram

(n ) U ----'-(n--,-)_e~) (n)Y

rl li

(1)

(2)

w E
-----7) V

where j' E 311 and E E (f. Hence (n)io j': W -----7 (nk)X belongs to ID and the

composition e' oE : W -----7 Z is a morphism in er; Le. X >- Z.•
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1.5. The notation. Denote by 1AI, or by 1(A; m, (f) 1' the ordered set of equi-

valence classes of objects of A with respect to the relation >-. We save the

same symbol, >-, for the induced order on 1AI.
Clearly any quasi-exact functor F: (l';;rn,t!) ) (t;';m',(!') defines a

morphism 1F I: 1t; 1 ) 1t;" 1 of the corresponding ordered sets.

1.6. The spectrum of a quasi-exact category. Let M be a nonzero object of the

category sIl. We write M E Spec(iJ;1Tl,C!) (ar SpecA if classes 1Tl, (! are fixed) ,

if the existence of a nonzero arrow i: N ----7 M in m implies that N >- M.

Since M >- N, we can say that M E SpecA if and only if it is equivalent

with respect to the preorder >- to any of its nonzero m-subobjects.

Denote by Speed! the ordered set of equivalence classes (with respect to

>- ) of elements of SpecA. The set SpecA shall be called the spectrum of the

quasi-exact category iJ.

1.7. Speetrum and m-simple objeets. Call an object M of (A;m, (!) rn-simple if

every nonzero morphism i: L ----7 M in 9'Jl belongs also to (f.

Clearly every m-simple object of the category A belongs to the spectrum.

1.8. Example. If (t;';m,~) 15 a quasi-exact category of Example 1.1, then the

preorder >- on Obrg is induced by the preorder )- in ObA, and Spec(t;';9'Jl,<f)

coincides with Specs4 n 1rg I-
In particular, for any topologizing subcategory i of the category A, we

can write: SpecA = Spec"U" U Specfi.

In fact, if i is a topologizing category, then any object M from SpecA

is either in i, or 10 fi. Since, if M' is a nonzero subobject of M such

that M' E Obi, then M' }- M which implies that M E Obi. •

1.9. Example. For the quasi-exact category (iJ;m,~) of Example 1.3, we have:

Speer$1,' 3Jl, (!) = SpecUU". •

2. FROM HYPERBOLIC RINGS TO SKEW PBW MONADS.

2.1. Hyperbolic rings. Fix an associative ring

data:

R and consider the following

a set x = (XiIi E J), y = (Yi1i E J) of indeterminates;

a set =: = {ei li E J} of automorphisms of the ring R;
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a set ~ = {~i li E J} is of central elements of the ring R.

The corresponding to this data hyperbolic ring R{a~} = R{x.y;a~} is de-

fined by the following relations:

8 ! r)x. = x.r and ry. = y.8.( r)
1 1 1 'I 1 1

for any r E R and i E J;

x.v· = ~., y.x. = 8 .-I(~.) for all i E J.
i' 1 I I 1 1 1

Besides, we assurne that 8.08. = 8.08. for all i, j, and
I) ) 1

X.V. = y-x. if i *' j.
i') ) 1

X -x. = x.x· l y.y. = y:y. for all i, j E J.
I) ) l I) fl

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

2.2. Examples. (a) The n-th Weyl algebra A over a field k. Here R is then
ring k{~ .... ,~ 1 of polynomials, and 8 ~. = ~. + Ö.. for all I ~iJ5:n.

I n 1 '] 'j I)

(b) Similarly with n-th Heisenberg algebra H. Only this time R IS then
ring of polynomials in ~., z., 15JJSn, and the automorphisms 8. are glven

1 J 1

by 8~. = ~. + Ö..z~., 8.z. = Z·.
l 'j 'j I) 1 'j I } J
(c) A (generalized) algebra of q-differential operators: R is a polynomi-

al ring in ~. (as in (a)); e~. = q.~. + Ö.. for all i, j, where q ..
l 1 'j I) 'j I) I)

are nonzero elements of the field k.

(d) Most of 'smalI' algebras of mathematical physics to begin with the en-

veloping algebra U(S/(2)) of the Lie algebra S/(2) and its quantized version

Uq(Sl(2)) , algebra of functions of SLq(2), dispin algebra etc. (see [RIO]).•

2.3. Cross-products. Fix an associative ring R. Let G be a group, and 8 a

group morphism from G to Aut(R). Let S be a map G x G~ R such that

S(s,tu)'S(t,u) = s(st, u)·8us(s, t), (1)

S(s, I) = I = S( I,S) for any S E G. (2)

Define a multiplication on the free right module EB x R,
g E G g

where

(here e is the unity element of G) by the formula:

( L xSr) ( L Xl') = L x ( L 81r Jr'ts(s,t)).
S e G t e G g e G g st = g

(3)

The equalities (1) and (2) imply (are equivalent

mula (3) defines an associative multiplication, S' on

(4)

element

subring R

to the fact) that the for-

EB x R with the unity
geG g

x = I. Denote thus defined ring by R{e, S}. It is generated by its
e
and the elements x I g E G, subject to the following relations:g

xgxh = xghr,(g,h), rxg = Xgeg(r)

7



for all (g, h) E G x G and r ER.

In the special case, rjg,h) == I, R(e,l:) IS a skew group ring (eross-

product). If, in addition, the action of G on R is (i.e. the map 8) trivial,

then R(e,~) is the group ring of G with coefficients in R.

Clearly the hyperbolic ring defined in 2.1 is a very special ease of the

ring R{G,~}. Namely, take as e the group morphism of the produet -I of J

eopies of z to the group Aut(R) which assigns to the jth eanonieal genera

tor of r' the automorphism e..
I

~(s,t) = I if sI *" 1, and ~(S,S-I):= ~

for all s.

2.3. From the ring R{G,sJ to a skew PBW monad. It is very inconvenient to stu

dy the spectrum in terms of rings and ideals. So, we need to switch to eategori

eal notions. While realizing this transition, we shall eonsiderably extend the

Let AuLa denote the category objects of which are au-

and arrows are functor isomorphisms. Denote by {C!;,e,~J

8: (!l ----4 ObAutAand

set up.

Fix a category A.

to-equivalenees of A-

the following data:

(a) (!l is a set with a marked element

such that °1 = Idsi!

(b) ~ is a funetion which assigns to any tripie

phism ~(s,tlu): 8 s
o8 t ) 8 u such that

(i) the fami Iy {~(s, t Iu) I u E (!lJ defines a morphism

J:.(s t): 8 oe ) E9 e.
~, s t u

u E (!l

s,t,u E C!;

IS a map

a functor mor-

so, what we really require is that this

cal arrow ffi e ) n e)'
(j) u u '

U E U E C!;

(ii) for any s, t, t', u E C!;,

and

(elearly the family {~(s, II u) I u e (JjJ defines a morphism

8
s
o8

t
----7) n 8 u;

u e (!l

morphism should faetor through the natu-

L ~(t'.wlu)o8t'~(s,tlw) = L ~(w,tlu)o~(t',slw)et
we(5 weC!;

(iii) for any s, t E G,

~(S, I It) = ~(1,si t) = id if t = s

~(S,III) = ~(l,slt) = 0 if t,* s.

8



(c) Denote by SAutA the set of equivalenee classes with respect to the

following equivalenee relation on ObAutA: 8 e: 'Ö if their actions on SpecA

eoineide; i. e. <S(P')> = < 'Ö(P')> for every <P'> ESpecA. Clearly SAnta is

a subgroup of the group of homeomorphisms of the topologieal space (SpecA;t).

Denote by se the image of the eomposition of

e: 0 -------7 ObAutA and ObAutA -------7 SAutA.

We assume that S0 is a subsemigroup of SAutA.

We reiate to this data the monad IF = (F,~), where F = EB 0(s) and the
s E 0

multipI ication ~: F 0 F ) F is defined by the morphisms ~(s, t 1 u).

We eall a monad of this type a skew PBW (Poincare-Birkhoff-Wirt) monad.

Note that any IF-module (M,m) is described by the family of eompositions

m(. 0 /M) ) M, r E 0, ( 1)

of the embedding 0/M)~ F(M) and the action m: F(M)~ M.

Conversely, a set of morphisms (1) defines an IF-module structure on M iff

the following eonditions hold:

L ~mwoew~(s,tlw) = mso8im(t)), m
l

= id.
w E l.::I

The speetruTI? of the forgetting functor IF-mod -------7 A, where IF is a skew

PBW monad, shall be the object of our study. To refer to the base category iJ

and to the data {(J),0,~), we shall write sometimes A{0,~} instead of IF-mod.

2.4. Skew PBW monads and skew PBW rings. The refleetion of the notion of a skew

PBW monad in RINGS provides a useful generalization of Example 2.2. The

corresponding data is:

an associative ring R; and a set (J) with a marked element I';

a map 'Ö: (Jj -------7 Aut(R) which sends the marked element into idR ;

a map ~: (Jj X 0 X (Jj ~ R, (s,t,U) I ) ~(s,tlu) which has the proper-

ties:

(i) For any (s,l) e 0 x 0, the set {u E 01 ~(s,tlu) -:t O} is finite.

(i) Für any s, r, r', Li E Q),

L ~(t',wlu)~(s,rlw) = L ~(w,tlu).el~(t',slw)).
wem WE(J)

(il) For any s, r E Q),

where, as usual, 0 = I
sr

We define the ring

multiplication given by

~(s,lll) = ~(I,slt) = Ost

if t = s, and 0 if t -:t s.

R{'Ö,~J as a free right R-module

9
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".IU. -Set

XsXt = L x ~(S,tIU), rx = x f} (r) for all r E R.
uEGll S S5

R-mod, and denote by 0 the composition of f} with the natural

map Aut(R) --~) AuLa. The map ~ defines the multiplication tabJe

s(s,tlu): 0 so8t ) 8 u' (s,t,u) E G x Q) x 0.

One can check that the equalities

corresponding equalities in 2.5. So that the

monad fF-mod in the category sd:= R-mod.

It is easy to see that the categories

ly equivalent.

(i)

data

fF-mod

(iii)

(0,8,s)

and

are equivalent to the

defines a skew PBW

RI'Ö,~}-mod are natural-

2.5. Example: Kac-Moody Lie algebras. Fix a field k. Let J be a finite set

(the index set of simple roots); and let I) be a finite-dimensional k-vector

space. Assurne that elements

h. E I) and a. E 1)*, i E J,
I I

are given which satisfy the following conditions:

(a) Q ..:= <h.,a.> form a generalized Cartan matrix; i.e.
I) I)

a.. = 2; Q •• E l,n if i -:t. j; and a.. = 0 iff a.. = O.
II )1 ~ 1))1

(h) {a.} and {h.} are linearly independent.
I I

Recall that the Kac-Moody Lie k-algebra associated to this data contains I)

as a commutative subalgebra and is generated by I) and elements (x .J, Iy .]
I I

subject to the following conditions:

rh,x.] = <a~h>x'J [h,y.] = - <a~h>y.
1 I 1 I I 1

[x~y.] = 3.h.
1 ) l) I

for any hEl) and i, j E J;

1-Cl ••
IJ(adx.) x.=O,

I J

I-a ..
I)(ady.) y.=O

I )

For any a E 1)*,

Sa:= Ix E 91 [h,x] = <a,h>x},

and

6.:= (a E 1)* 1 9a * O},

Let n and n be the subalgebras generated resp. by

Then n:= EB +9a, n-:= Er> _9a, and S = n- E9 I) EB n.
aE~ aE~

Ix,]
1

and Iy.}.
I

10



The latter decomposition induces an isomorphism

UrS) CI: U(n-) ® U(h) ® U(n).

if a S; ß;

instance, adenotes the map

replaces i: "(I------------:: 0ay + 0ßy

Define the multiplication table by

~(a, ßIy) = 0aß,y

Now we shall reformulate this setting a little bit.

First, denote the ring U(h) = S(h) by R; and, for any a e ß, let ß a

be the automorphism of the k-algebra R defined by

hl------------:: h - <a,h>1 for all h e h.
ß

Fix a linear order in ß. Set m:= (l~oJ := (maps from ß to Z~ol' The

enveloping algebra U(g) IS a free right R-module with the basis (xCi) I i E fJj}.

Define the map 8: fJj~ Aut(R) by i I ) n t} i(a), i e fJj.

aeil a

We shall identify any map i: ß -------7 7l.~O with the word n ai(a). For
a e Ll

such that i(ß) = Baß' and aß (with a < ß)

if ß > a, then

if 'Y =ßa

~(a,ß Iy)= aaß if y= a + ß

o foranyather 'Y e Ll

Thus the enveloping algebra U(S) of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra IS a skew PBW

ring aver the polynomial ring U(h) = S(h).

-... an asso-......

by R and

(1)

(2)

x.r = it.(r)x., ry. = y.ßtr)
I I 1 I 1 I

X .y. - A~ ~y .x. = o..h.
I J lf J I IJ 1

2.6. Remark. Suppose we are given the following data:

a fIng R;

a set {it; I i e J} of pairwise commuting automorphisms of the ring R;

a set {h i I ; e l} of central elements of R;

a set {A.·.I i,j e l} of central invertible elements of R.
lJ

Denote the data {i1.; h ~ A. -I i,j e J} by .::.. We relate to
1 1 lJ

elatIve ring R('2) which contains R as a subring and is generated

elements {x.}, {y.} subject to the following relations:
1 1

for any r e R and i, j ,e J;

Clearly R(S) is a skew PBW fing with

is the set of alt monomials in {x. 1 i e l}
1

(!l = (!l+ n lJj-, where lJj+

(resp. in (Yi 1 i e i}).

(resp. ~-)

The map

11



i}: ffi -) Aut(R) is defined by

for any i E J

and by the requirement that the restrictions of i} to ffi+ and (!j- respect the

multiplication. Finally, the function ~ is defined by

~(s,tlu) = 0 t if (s,t) E ((5+ n 05+) II ((5- n ffi-) II (05- n ffi+).
s ,u +

and ~(s, tl u) is determined by the relations (1) and (2) when (s,t) E ffi n cr;-.

Clearly the image G of the map i} is an abelian subgroup in Aut(R).

The map i} defines a partition of cr; (two elements, s and t are in one

dass iff i}(s) = i}(t)) and, therefore, a G-grading of the free right R-module

(B x(s)R. One can see that it is a G-grading of the ring R(S).
S E 05

Consider now a homogenious (with respect to the G-grading) two-sided ideal

v of the G-graded ring R(3). The ring of factors R(S)/i) is, therefore, also

G-graded. If it happens to be a free R-module, then it is also a skew PBW.

One of the simplest occurences of this kind is the two-sided ideal

nerated by

ge-

x .x. - x.x., y.y. - yY " (i,j) E J x J.
IJ J I lJ Jl

Then the quotient ring R(S) is hyperbolic. Weyl and Heisenberg algebras,

and their quantum deformations are examples or this (cf. Examples 2.2).

A more sophisticated example is the enveloping algebra U(9) of a Kac-

Moody Lie algebra 9. Here R = S(,,) , A. .. = I for all i, j, and i}. is the
th lJ I

automorphism defined by the i simple root (cf. 2.5). The two-sided ideal 0
is generated by

]-a ..
lJ(at/x.) x.,

,I J

I-a ..
(ady.) lJy!i*j)

I J

Clearly V is G-homogenious. And it follows from PBW theorem that R(S) c::z:

U(g) is a free R-module.

Another set of inlportant examples of skew PBW rings of the form R(S)/i)'

are quantum enveloping algebras.•

2.7. Virasoro algebra. Recall

central extension of the Lie

{d, c n E 7l.}, where c
n

relations:

that the Virasoro Lie algebra is the universal

algebra of regular vector fields. It has a basis

is a central element, and the following commutation

[dm,d,/

for all m, n E Z.

3= (Il - m)dm+n + (1/I2)(n - n)oO(n-m)c,

12
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Set R:= klZ,e]; and let i} denote an automorphism of the ring R defi-

ned by

'Öf(z,c): = f(z-l,c).

Let CD denote the set of all functions i: z
port. And define by e the composition of the map

o ) Z, i I L nien),
n E I

and the group morphism z ) Aut(R) which sends into 'ß..

The multiplication table is defined by

if v = 0 + 0n m
~(n,m Iv)= a i f v = 0n,m n+m

o f or any 0 t her VE Z

with finite sup-

where a := max(n-m 0) if Il+m 'i= 0, and a = (1/12)(n3 . n)e if m + n
I~m' ~m

is equal to zero.

Thus defined skew PBW ring coincides with the enveloping algebra of the Vi

rasoro Lie algebra.

3. PREPARATION.

To get to the punch line, we need several auxiliary facts. First of them is

the following Lemma:

3.1. Lemma. Let G be a left exaet functor from A to A; and let A be an

arbitrary fUllctor morphism from Idsi! to G. Then, for any P E SpecA, either

Ai.P) = O. or Ai.P) is a mOllomorphism.

Proof 1) Note that if A(M) = 0, and M >- L, then IJ,L) = O.

In fact, the relation M >- L means that there is a diagram

e(l)M f-(-- K --~) L,

where is a monoarrow and e is an epiamorphism. Since the functor G is

left exact, the morphism Gi in the commutative diagram

e(I )M~(---- K----~) L

(I)A(M)= 0 1 A( K)1 1A(L)

Gi G( l)G(M) ( G( K) e) G( L)

15 a monoarrow. Therefore the equalities

GioAi.K) = (l)A,(M)oi = Ooi = 0

13



imply that A(K) = O. Since e is an epimorphism the equalities

IJ.L) oe = Ge of.J.K) = GeoO = 0

imply that IJ,L) = O.

2) Note now that, for any M E OhA, f.J.KerIJ,M)) = O.

Indeed, let k(M) denote the canonical monoarrow KerlJ,M) ) M. Since

Gk(M) is a monomorphism, the equalities

Gk(M)of.J.KerIJ,M)) = A,ok(M) = 0

imply that IJ.KerIJ.M)) = O.

3) Let now P ESpecA. If KerlJ,P) '#- 0, then KerIJ.P) >- P. This and the

equality IJ.KerlJ,P)) = 0 (cf. 2)), implies, according to the heading 1) of the

argument, that IJ.P) = O. •

3.2. Example. Let 0=- bc a skew PBW monad defined by the data ((F;.e,~). Ey Lem

ma 3.1, for any P E SpecA and s,l,U E (F;, we have:

either ~(s,llu)(P) = 0, or ~(s,llu)(P) is a monomorphism.•

3.3. Lemma. Let A be Cl loeal eategory with a quasi-final object P. Let e
and t) be auto-equivalences of s4 and a: e~ 13- a funclor morphism. Then

either u(P) = 0, or a is an isomorphism.

Proo! Let a'\' ld ----7 8"013- be the adjoint to u morphism and M an

arbitrary object of the category A. If Kera"(M) '#- 0, then Kera"(M) >- P.

This relation implies, since a/\(Kera/\(M)) equals to zero, that a"(P) = O.

One can see that Kera/\(M) '#- 0 <=> Kera(M) '#- 0, and a/\(P) = 0 {:::} a{P) = O.

Similarly, consider the morphism a': eoi}/\ ) Id which is the composi-

tion of aiY': 8013-/\ ) 13- 011/\ and the adjunction arrow t}ot}/\ ) Id. If

Cokera.(M) '#- 0, then Cokera'(M) '#- 0 which implies that Cokera'(M) >- P. The-

refore a'(P) = 0 (we use the equality a'(Cokera.'(M)) = 0). Again, a'(P) = 0

if and only if a(?) = O.•

4. GRADED MONADS AND MODULES.

Fix a semigroup Hand an H-set X = (X,.). Here· denotes the action of

H on X, (h,x) I ) h·x.

4.1. Graded monads. We call a monad lF = (F,~) in the category s4 X-graded if

it is provided with decompositions

F = E9 F(h), F = Ee F[x]
hEH XEX

14



such that the restriction of the multiplication

In F[h·x]; i.e. the composition of the action

jection F~ F[y] is zero if y '# h·x.

~ to F(h)oF[x]

F(h)oF[x] ~ F

takes values

and the pro-

4.2. Graded IF-modules. Fix an X-graded monad lF = (F,Jl).

as an (F,Jl)-module (M,m) provided with adecomposition

compatible with the action of F = ffi F(h).
h E H

An X-graded IF-module

M = ffi M[x] which is
XEX

This compatibility means that the

composition

F(h)(M[x)) -----7 F(M) _m~) M ---+) M[y],

the pro-one is

to an X-graded IF-module

---?) (M',m') which has a dia-

(where the fust arrow is the canonical embedding, and the third

jection) equals to zero if h·x '# y.

A morphism from an X-graded IF-module (M,m)

(M',m') is any (F,Jl)-module morphism g: (M,m)

gonal matrix; i.e. the composition (entry) g[x,y]

M[x] ) M g ) M' ---+) M'[y]

equals to zero if x '::/:. y.

The composition of arrows is inherited from sil.

We denote the category of X-graded lF-modules by grxlF-mod.

4.3. The grading associated with a point of the spectrum. Fix a data {flJ, E>,~}

(cf. 2.3) and a point <P> ESpecA. Take as H the image se of tbe composi

tion of e: m~ AuLa and of the canonical map AulA~ Aut(SpecA) (cf.

(e) in 2.3); and let X be the Se-orbit of the point <P>.

We identify this orbit with the set f!J<P> of equivalence classes with res-

pect to the relation on m: s:::: t iff e /P) :::: alP).
Denote by 1t the projection se -----7 m<p>. Consider the full subcategory

'B of the category A generated by all objects M of A such that

(a) Supp(M) ~ U Supp(e/p);
SE (B

(h) M is the supremum of its subobjects from SpeeA.

Note that

1) The subcategory ~ depends only on the orbit X of the point <P>.

2) It follows from the property (sup) that the subcategory 'B contains all

subobjects of any of its objects and is closed under direct sums. Bu~ in gene

ral, it is not closed under taking quotients. In particular, 'B is not, usual

ly, an abelian category.

An obvious exception is the case when the point <P> is closed.

15



3) Each auto-equivalence 8 s' s E (J), induces an auto-equivalence,

the category 73. For any h E S8 and any dass x E (J)<P> , set

F(h) = EB 8'(s), F[x]:= EB 8'(t).
Se(s)=h tEX

Thus, we have two decompositions of the functor F = EB 8'(s)
s E ffi

with the map 8:

F = EB F(h) and F = EB F[x].
h E se x E (J)(P)

G' ofs'

associated

(1)

4.3.1. Lemma. For any <P> E SpecA. the decompositions (I) turn the associated

to the data {ffi.G,~} monat!. f = (F.~), into an (J;<P>-graded monad.

Proo! Fix an x E (J)<P> and

such an element that the action of G
t

h E S8. Take an SEX; and let t E (J) be

on SpecA coincides with h.

For any P' E SpecA and u E (J), the inequality ~(t,sl u}{P) -:;:. 0 implies

that e t08s(P') is a nonzero subobject of eu(P') E SpecA (cf. Example 3.2).

Hence 8 u(P') ~ 8 t08/P'); Le. u E [h·x]. It follows from the property (h)

of the category 'B that the composition of the action F(h) °F[x] ) F and

the projection F ) F[y] is zero if y 'i= h·x. •

Denote by " the equivalence dass of the element

IS the stabilizer of the point <P>.

10 (J)<P>; i.e.
,

I

4.3.2. Lemma. The sublwlctor F[I') ~ F defines a submonad, S = (Fft'},v),

01 the monad lF.

Proo! In fact, for any s,t EI', and any U E (J) such that ~(sJtl u) * 0,

we have: 8 so8/P) ~ eu(p). But, 0 so8/P) ~ 8/P) :::: P; hence Gu(P) ~ P. •

Note that the monad S is the skew PBW monad defined by the data

{)'.el"~I'}' where

8, is the restriction of the map e to the subset I',
I

~, the restriction of the function ~ to " X )' X)'.
I

4.4. Tensor products. Let 0=- = (F.Jl) and {3 = (G,v) be monads in a category A

and <p a morphism [} ---) lF. The morphism <p induces the functor

<p* : lF-mod ) f3-mod, (M.m)~ (M,mo<p(M)), f~ f
The functor <P. has left adjoint, f®6' which sends a 6-module "l = (V,o)

into the coequalizer, M, of the pair of arrows Fo. JloFq>(V) : F oG(V) ) F(V)
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with the action m F(M) )M being the unlque arrow which makes the dia-

gram

FFG(V) Fe ) F(M)

~ 1 1m

FG(V) e )M

commutative. Here e is the universal morphism.

We need a graded version of these facts. Consider the following data:

an H-set epimorphism TC: H ) X = (X,·);

a monad lF = (F,Jl); and a decomposition

F = ffi F(h)
h E H

of the functor F. Set

(1)

F[xJ:= ffi F(h) (2)
h E 1t-

I (x)

for every x E X. The two decompositions, (1) and (2), define a structure of an

X-graded Inonad on (F, ~.J.) if and only if, for any s, t, U E H, the composition

F(s)oF(t) ) FoF ) F(u)

is zero when nest) ~ 1t(u).

4.4.1. Example. The associated with a point of the spectrum of the category A

graded monad (cf. Example 4.3) is exactly of this kind.•

4.4.2. The functor ~.

the right action of Ffi'J,
Note that, for any x E X, the component

where I': = 1t( I); i.e. the compositioo

F[x] stands

F[xJoF[I'] -----7) FoF Jl ) F -----7) F[yJ

equals to zero if x * y. In particular, the multiplication Jl defines a mul-

tiplication, Jl', 00 Ffi'J.
Denote the submonad (F[I'J,Jl ') by S, S = (S,Il').

The map which assigns to any X-graded IF-module (M,m) its component M[t'J

with the induced by In action m': S(M[l'J ) M[I'J and to any morphism f
of X-graded IF-modules the morphism J[]'J is a functor from grxlF-mod to S-mod

which we denote by iJ.

4.4.3. Lemma. For any S-module W = (V, 1)), the IF-module IF®SW = (V, '0') has a

17



natural X-grading.

Proof For every x E X, denote by V [x] the coequalizer of the pair of

arrows Jl[xj(V), F[xj(u) : F[x]oS(V) ) F[xj(V).

Here Jl[x] is the induced by Jl action F[x]oS ) F[x).

The commutativity of the diagram (with exact rows)

F[x]oS(V) 'r![x](V) - F[x](u)
) F[x](V) ) V'[x]~ 0

1 1 i[x] (1)

J..
FoS(V) ~(V) - F(u) ) F(V) v' ) 0

implies the existence of unique mophism i[x]: V[x] ~ V such that the ad-

joining of i [x] to the diagram (1) does not disturb its commutativity.

The set of arrows (i[x] I x E Xl defines a morphism i: EB V[x] ) V.
xeX

One can see that is an isomorphism. We claim that is a structure of

an X-graded IF-module. This is easily seen from the commutative diagram

-------------~)F( V)

/
--~) F[h·x](V)

1
F (h) ( V' [x ]) ,,--,----,----~ V' [h· x ]

/ , ~
F (V') -----------,---,-----------~-----------------,--~ V'

The remaining details are left to the reader. _

Clearly the map which assigns to any S-module ':J the X-graded lF-module

srlF®s\l extends uniquely to a functor srlF®s: S-mod --~) srXlF-mod.

4.4.4. Proposition. The funclor sr[F~s is left adjoint lo the functor

~ : srXlF-mod ) S-mod

(cf 4.4.2).

Proof is left to the reader. -

4.5. The functor E. We continue to work in the setting of 4.4; Le. we are gi

yen: an H-set X = (X,,), an H-set surjection 1t: H~ X, an X-graded mo-
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F[f = (F,Il)nad with the grading F = E9 F[xJ defined by an 'H-decomposition'
xeX

= EB F(h); I.e. F[xJ:= EB F(h) for every x E X.
he H h e rt-1(x)

For an X-graded (F-module (M,m), consider the family n of all X-graded

submodules (M',m') ---) (M,m) such that M'[I'J is zero. Clearly supen) IS

the largest X-graded submodule of (M,m) having this property. We denote this

submodule by v(M,ln). The map (M,m) I ) v(M,m) extends naturally to a func-

tor il which is a subfunetor of the identical funetor. Denote the quotient fun

etor Id/i5 by E and the canonical epimorphism /d ---) E by E.

Consider the full subcategory fi) of the category arXrF-mod generated by

a11 modules (M,m) such that v(M,m) = O. Clearly i)(M,m) = 0 iff E(M,m) is

an isomorphism.

Another useful property: the restrietion of the functor ?5 to the subcate-

gory fv is faithful; i.e. if i)(M,m) = 0 and ?5(M,m) = 0, then M = O.

5l'-,

--4) arX{F-mod takes values

to fv is left adjoint

4.5.1. Proposition. (a) The Junctor E: arX[f-mod

in the subcategory fv, and its corestriction,

(o the embedding J: fv ) grX{F-mod.

(b) The Junctor E is exact.

Proof (a) It is clear that i)oE = 0 which means that E takes values in

the subcategory fv. Denote the corestriction of E to Cv by E'. One can

see that the canonical epimorphism E: ld ) f = JoE' and its 'in-
9rXlF-mod

verse', E-
1
: E'oj ) /dfv' are adjunction arrows.

(b) Given an exact sequence

o~ (M',m')~ (M,m)~ (M",m") ~ 0

of X-graded lF-modules, we have the fo11owing commutative diagram with exact

rows:

o~ (M' , m') ---4) (M, m) __e_4 ) (M",m") ~ 0

['1 1 1"1
5l. Q

o~ (W,w)~ E(M',m')~ E( M, m)~ E(M",m") -) 0

E that the canonical arrows

is a monomorphism which im-

Here the vertical arrows are the canonieal epimorphisms.

Since ("oe is an epimorphism and ("oe = Eeo(, Ee is also an eplmor-

phism.

It follows from the definition of the funetor

('[IJ and [[I'J are isomorphisms. Hence Ei[I'J
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plies that g{t'J = O.

On the other hand, if the monoarrow g were nonzero, then, since tl0E = 0,

the morphism grl'J should be nonzero. Therefore gequals to zero; Le. Ei

is a monoarrow. •

S-mod ) fu and by tl" the

---+) S-mod and the indusion funetor

Denote by E" the composltlon EosrlF®s

composition of the funetor tl: grxlF-mod

1: fu ) srXlF-mod.

f!," is Zeft adjoint to the functor ?J".

Y: Ids d il"oE" is an isomorphism; .-mo l.e.

) Idfu is a monomorphism; Le.E"0t'

4.5.2. Proposition. (a) The functor

(h) The adjunction arrow

the functor E" is fully faithful.

(c) The adjullctioll morphism

the fUllctor tl" is faitliful.

(d) The functor tl" is exact.

Proof (a) By definition, E" = E' 0 srlFl8>s and tl" = ?Jol. The funetor e
is left adjoint to the funetor J (cf. Proposition 4.5.1), and the functor

arlF®s is left adjoint to the funetor ?J (cf. Proposition 4.4.4). Theiefore E"

is left adjoint to the funetor ?J".

(h) We have: ~"oE":= ?JoloE' ogrlF®s = ?JoEogrlF®s .

It follows from the definition of the funetors ?J, srlF®s and E that the

eomposition, y, of the adjunction morphism 11: Ids_mod ) i!0 srlF®s and the

epimorphism ~(E): ~osrlF®s ) ?JoEosrlF®s is an isomorphism. One ean see that

'Y is the adjunetion arrow.

(c) The monomorphness of the seeond adjunetion arrow,

<P : E" o?J": = E'ogrlF®s o?Jo} ) Idf'ij'

is left exaeLE",

is equivalent to) the faithfulness of the funetor t':= ?Jol.

(cl) The funetor t', being a right adjoint funetor to

So, it remains to prove that it is right exaeL Aetually,

an arrow f' IM -) IM' of the category fu is an epimorphism if and only

if 'M' is an epimorphism.

Sinee the funetor E is Ieft adjoint to the embedding fu --~) srXlF-mod,

the objeet E(MIiM') is a eokernel of the arrow f In f'ij. Clearly 'M is an

epimorphism if and only if E(IMIiM') = O. In other words, f is an epimorphism

if and onIy if Y is an epiolorphism.•

r
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Sinee the

morphness of

( 1) that G"h

G"g means that

5. THE SPECTRUM OF THE CATEGORY OF X-GRADED MODULES.

First we need a couple of auxiliary facts.

5.1. Lemma. Let G: ~ ~ ~ be a fully faithful functor which has a fa ithfuI

right adjoint functor, G": r;~ 73.

Then the functor G respects monomorphisms.

Proof Let t: V~ W be a monoarrow in ~; and let g,h: M~ G(V)

be arrows such that Glog = Gtoh. This implies that

G"GtoG"g = G"GtoG"h. (1)

adjunetion arrow 0: Id'B ~ G"oG IS an isomorphism, the mono-

t implies that of G'GL Therefore it follows from the equality

= G"g. Sinee the funetor G' is faithful, the equality G"h =
g = h. This shows that Gl is a monoarrow.•

5.2. Proposition. Let G: 13 ~ r; be a fully fa ithfuI functor which has a

fa ithfuI right adjoint functor, G": ~ --) 13. Then the functor G induces a

continuous injection SpG: (Spec73, t) -------7 (Specr;, t).

If the functor G" is right exact, then the map SpG is a homeomorphism.

Proof Fix some P E Spec'B and a nonzero monomorphism t: M ---7 G(P).

Consider the diagram

O"(M) G"t ) G'oG(P) ( o(P) P,

where 0: Id'B~ G~oG is the adjunction arrow.

Sinee the funetor G is fully faithful, the adjunction arrow 0 is an

isomorphism. Sinee the funetor G" is left exact (as any funetor which has a

left adjoint), the arrow O"t is a monomorphism. Thanks to the faithfulness of

GA, the monomorphism G"l is nonzero.

Thus, we have a nonzero monoarrow o(pr1oG"t (]A(M) ) P.

Sinee P E Spec73. there is a diagram

e(n)G"(M) ( K --~) P

where i is a monoarrow and e is an epimorphism.

Consider the diagram

(1)

(n)M ( E((n)M) GiGoG"((n)M) ~ G((n)G"(M)) f-(- G(K) Ge) G(PJ.

where E is the adjunetion arrow. The faithfulness of the funetor (JA means

exactly that E is a monomorphism.

By Lemma 5.1, the funetor G respects monoarrows, and it is fight exact as
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is a monomorphismGi

that it respeets the preorder >-.

--~) Spec~ of ordered sets. It fol-

SpG IS a eontinuous map from

any funetor which has a right adjoint funetor. Therefore

and Ge is an epimorphism.

All together shows that G(P) E Spec~.

The exactness of the funetor G implies

Henee Ginduces a n10rphism SpG: Spec:B

lows from the definition of the topology 't that

(Spec:B, 't) to (Spec~, 't).

Sinee o(P): P -------7 G'oG(P) is an isomorphism, it is clear that the fune-

tor (;/' induees a map Im(SpG) -------7 Spec:B which is inverse to SpG (ar, ru

ther, to the eorestrictian of SpG ta its image). In partieular, the map SpG

is injective.

(b) Suppose now that the funetar G' is right exaet.

Let V E Spec'G; and let I: L -------7 GA(V) be an arbitrary nonzero monamor

phism. In the diagrao1

G(L) GI) GoG'(V) E(V) V,

both E(V) and cr are monoarrows; and Cl i; 0, since C IS a faithful fune

tor. Therefore, sinee V belongs to the speetrum of ~, there exists a diagram

(n)G(L) f-(-- W __e~) V (2)

where IS a monomorphistTI and e is an epimorphism. Consider the diagram

0- 1 GA'
(n)L~ GAoG((n)L) ~ GA((n)G(L)) ( l GA(W) GAe ) G"(V).

Thanks to the right exaetness of the funetor (JA, the arrow G'e is an

epimorphism, and the diagram above means that L >- G"(V). Thus, <(JA(V)> is a

point of Spec~B. The exaetness of the funetor G' implies that it respeets the

preorder >-. In partieular, (JA induees amorphism, SpG': Spec~ ) Spec:B,

of ordered sets. This implies that the map SpG" is eontinuous with respeet to

the topology 't.

The map SpGA is injective.

In fact, for any V E Spec'G, we have a nonzero monoarrow

E(V): GoGA(V) ) V

whieh means that <GoG'(V» = <V>; Le. the funetor Ginduces the map from

Im(SpG') to Specrt whieh is inverse to SpGA.

This shows that SpGA is the inverse to SpG map.•

5.3. Remark. Note that if, under the eonditions of Proposition 5.2, the eategory
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t; is abelian (or, more generally, if any bimorphism (i.e. mono- and

epimorphism) in ~ lS an isomorphism), then the functor G is an equivalence

of categories (which implies immediately Proposition 5.2).

First note that, since G IS fuHy faithful, the functor (JA is a locali-

zation by Proposition 1.1.3 in [GZ].

If s E Hom~ is such that GAs is invertible, then, thanks to the faith-

fulness of GA, the arrow s IS a bimorphism. Therefore, by assumption, s IS

an isomorphism. Sy the universal property of localizations, this implies that

(JA (hence G) IS an equivalence of categories.•

5.4. The speetrum of the category grXrF-mod. Return now to the setting of 4.4.

Note that

SpecgrxrF-mod = SpecKeri! U Speefö.

is exact, Ker'i) is a thick subcategory of

belongs to SpecsrXrF-mod, and IM has a

is in Kerfs.

SpeCsrXrF-mod is either Kerfs-torsion free,

fti is the subcategory of Ker~-torsion

In fact, since the functor i!
srXrF-mod. Therefore, if a module IM

nonzero subobject frOin Keri!, then Q-t

This shows that an object from

or belongs to Keri!. By definition,

free modules.

Thus, the study of the spectrum of grXrF-mod splits in two parts, accor-

dingly with the decomposition (l). By the reason which shall become clear later,

we are interested in the description of Speefö much more than in the descrip-

tion of SpeeKer~.

5.4.1. Theorem. The !ullctor f!.":= f!.' 0 srrFtZ>s S-mod ---}) fu induces ~ homeo-

morphism (Spees-mod, 't) --~) (Speefti, 't).

Proof I) According to Proposition 4.5.2, the functor

E": = E' 0 ,grlF®s : S-mod ) fi)

lS fuHy faithful and has a faithful and exact right adjoint ~" which is equal

to the composition cf the embedding J: fti ) ,grXrF-mod and the functor

i) : ,grXrF'-mod ) s-mod.

The assertion foHows now from Proposition 5.2.•

6. THE SPECTRUM OF THE CATEGORY OF MODULES OVER A PBW MONAD.

Now fix a duta {CJJ, e,~} and consider the corresponding to this data monad
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Ir = (F,~) (cf. 2.5). Denote by i1{e,~J the category fF-mod.

For any element <P> ESpecA, denote by Spec<p>A{e,~J the subset of all

«M,m» E Spec<p>sIJ{e,~J such that <P> E Ass(M).

Our goal is to describe Spec<p>sd{eJ~J for all <P> E SpecA.

data on the thick subca-

A by its subcategory

A consists of a single

eitherU ES, t,

6.1. The case of a local category. Let the category il be local, and let P be

a quasi-final objeet of il. This implies that <P> is e(s)-stable, i.e.

<ers)P> = <P>, for any s E <!J.

It follows from Lemma 3.4 that, for any tripie

~(s,tlu)(P) = 0, or ~(s,tlu) is an isomorphisrn.

Thus, the data (r!J,e,~J induees the same kind of

tegory A(<P» which allows us to replace the category

A(<P». In other words, we assurne that the speetrum of

point <P>.

Now fix an objeet «M,m» E SpeC<p>A{e,~J.

Note that M is equivalent to its submodule (M',m') such that M'= L pes),
sEY

where Y is a subset of r!J and <prs» = <P> for any S E Y.

In fact, by assumption, there is a monomorphism t: P ~ M. Take the ad-

joint IF-module morphism 1''\' [F(P):= (EI;) e(t)(p),~(P» ) (M,m) (which is
tE (!)

uniquely defined by the fact that its composition with P ----) $ 8(t)(P) coin-
tE (1;

eides with t).

Since (M,m) E SpecA{(Jj,~J, it IS equivalent to the image of the morphism

1" which we denote by (M',m'). Clearly M' is the surn of images of 8(t)(P).

Since P is a quasi-final object, 8(t)(P) ~ P for every t, and any nonzero

image of 8(t)(P) is equivalent to P.

Suppose that the category A

from Specil{8,~J is equivalent to

M' of the eategory A is semisimple.

has objeets of finite type. Then any [F-module

an lF-module (M', m'), such that the object

6.2. Stahle case. Suppose that p:::: 8(s)(P) for any S E 0; or, equivalently,

the Serre subcategory <P> is 8(s)-stable for all s. Hence each 0(!), tE (1;,

induces an auto-equivalence, 8'(t), of the quotient eategory g(= AI<P>; l.e.

the map einduces a nlap 8': (5 ) PicA'.

Ta the monad lF = (F,~), F=ffi 8(s), there corresponds a manad lF'= (p,~')
tE (5

defined as folIows: F':= ffi 8(s)', and the multiplication is induced by ~.
l'E (B'
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where

Denote by p' the image of P 1n A' whieh is the unique up to equiva-

lenee quasi-final objeet of A'. Clearly the loealization at <P> provides an

injeetive map Spec<P>il{8.~J ) Spec<P'>sIt{8',~'J.

Thus, if P is 8(s)-stable for all SE <5, the deseription of SpecpA{8,~J

is redueed to the ease of a local 'base' eategory.

6.3. A general construction. Let G: 7J ----4 \'g be a funetor which has an exact

right adjoint funetor, (;1'.

Suppose that 13 and \'g are Grothendieek eategories; and let i be a Ser-

re subeategory of the eategory 13. Sinee the funetor (;I' is exact, the pre-

image (;I'-) (i) of i is a Serre subeategory of the eategory \'g.

Let fi denote the full subeategory of the eategory 7J generated by

i-torsion free objcets. The elnbedding

1 = 1fIT": fi ) 13

has a left adjoint funetor, "1fi' whieh assigns to any objeet M of 13 the

quotient of M by its i-torsion.

Thus, we have the follo:",ing eommutative diagram of funetors:

~ ~'f i -------------------------------------------------,------) fT'-------------------------------------4 fi

Jf~ 1\J flf;/' ""/flJ' / 1\JflJ
G G"c.B ) \'g r; ) 13

Here T' denotes the subcategory (;1'-1 (lf).

Note that the funetor "1fi,oG:= G
T

IS left adjoint to the funetor

(;1'01 '- G " So, we have a eanonical arrowfT" - ,.
A: Id

fi
--~) ~'oa

s:.-l
which is equal to the composition "1fT,y1fiou ,

are adjunetion morphisms.

As to the eomposition ~o~', we have the diagram:

tl°;j' = Gio(Jfio"Jfi)Gi" ( GioGi " ) IdflI ,·

Here the right arrow is the adjunction morphism, the left arrow IS the mor-

phism Gi,G,", where Ei: Id13 ) 1fio"1fi is the adjunction arrow.

The functor a' i5 faithfLi!.

In fact, let f' M -----7 L be a morphism In fi' such that ~'f'= "Jfi°(;l'!

= O. By definition, this means that the image of (;I'f is a subobject of the
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"Ir-torsion of (;A(L)~ or, equivalently,

Sinee L is assumed to be "Ir'-torsion free,

im(j) belongs to the subeategory

im(j) = O. _
"Ir' .

6.3. Canonical gradings. Fix an element <P> of SpecA. Let S = s<P> be the

eorresponding SUbITIOnad of (f (cf. 4.3.2).

Denote by s<P>-11lod<P> the full subeategory of S<P>-mod formed by all

s<P>-modules (V, u) such that Supp(V) ~ Supp(P). And let (f-mod<8 IP> be the

full subeategory of the eategory (f-mod formed by all IF-modules (M,m) such

that

Supp(M) ~ U Supp(8(s)(P)).
s E ~

Clearly the funetor lF®S induees a funetor

IF(8)S I<p>: S<P>-mod<P> ------4) ff-mod<8 IP>.

6.3.1. Lemma. The !unctor IF®S I<P> has a right adjoint functor, and this right

adjoint functor is exact.

Proo! For any Serre subeategory I of the eategory A, the embedding

JI: I ------7 iJ has a right adjoint funetor, JI"', whieh assigns to any objeet of

sI1 its I-torsion. In our case, when I eoineides with S<P>-mod<P>,

Since the forgetting funetor Is : ff-mod ) S<P>-mod is right adjoint

to IF®S' the restrietion to lF-mod<8 IP> of the eomposltlon Jr"o IS' where :r
IS S<P>-mod<P>, is a right adjoint funetor to the funetor ff®S I<P>' Thanks to

the exaetness of thc ftInetors Isand Jr,", the funetor lF®S I<p>" is exaet. -

Now we apply the eonstruetion of 6.3 to

13:= S<P>-mod<P>, t;:= lF-mod<8 IP>, G:= lF®S I<P>' and "U":= <P>.

Let <P>IF (resp. <P>s) denote the full subcategory of the category r5:=

lF-mod<8 IP> (resp. of the category 13: = S-mod<P> ) generated by those modules

(M,m) for which M is an object of the subcategory <P>. We have:

SpeclF-mod = Spec<P>1F U Specf<P>IF,

and

Specs = Spec<P>s U Specf<P>s,

where f<P> lF IS the fu 11 subcategory of the eategory IF-mod<8 IP> generated by

all <P>lF-torsion free nlodules, and f<P>S is the subcategory of <P>s-torsion

ffee modules. Clearly

Spec<p>lF-mod ~ Specf<P>1F and Spec<p>s-mod ~ Specf<P>lF.
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There is the following commutative diagram

where the functor

faithful and exacL

IS fully faithful, and its right adjoint funetor, is

6.3.2. Lemma. Suppose tlwt <P> e SpecA is such that

<G(s)(P)>- n <e(t)(P)>- *" 0 iff s ~ (

(jor instance, <P> is a closed point). Then (he Junctor

<1>: grfIF<P> ) flF <P>

is an equivalence 0/ categories.

Proo! This is a special case

Let Supp(M) = U W
Wen

subsets. Then M = E9 M(W),
Wen

of the following fact:

be a disjoint union 0/ closed (in (he topology

where M(W) is (he il(W)-torsion 0/ the object M.

t)

Consider lF@sW = (llF®St' I, u').

"(x] ~ F[x]®sW for any x e X.

such that the natural epimorphism

Indeed, under the conditions, Supp(MJ( EB M(W))) = 0 whieh means that
Wen

the quotient module MI( EB M(W)) is zero. •
Wen

6.5. The general case. Let now <P> be an arbitrary element of the spectrum of

the category siJ. We cannot maintain any more that all modules from lF-mod<8 IP>

are (canonically) X-graded. However, as we shall see, it is still true for ele-

ments of Spec<P> lF -11l0d.

6.5.1. Lemma. For every W e Spec<p>s-mod, (he lF<P>-torsion 0/ lF®SW is an

X-graded submodule.

Proo! (a) Fix an S-module W = (V, u) from Spec<p>S-mod; and take the

IF-module lFV:= (F(V), ~(V)) with the canonical ffi(P)-grading: F(V) = ffi F[x](V).
xeX

One ean see that IIF®S\l I = ffi w[x}, where
xeX

Thus, we have a eanonical X-grading on lF®SW

e: lFV ----) lF®SW

is a morphism of X-graded lF-modules.
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(h) Note that the <P>-torsion of F(V) coincides with EB F[x}(V).
XE X-bi

For any 1 E ~, denote by V(t) the pullbaek of the pair of arrows

<P>F(V) ) 0(t)AF(V) ( 0(I)A(<P>F(V)),

where the left arrow is the adjoint to the aetion 8(1)(<P>F(V)) ) <P>F(V)

morphism, and the right arrow is 8(t)A of the embedding <P>F(V) ) F(V).

Clearly \I'(t) IS an X-graded subobjeet of F(V); hence the interseetion

its lF<P>-torsion is (right)

into the epimorphism of

image of the IF <P>-torsion

But, this interseetion coincidesF(V).is an X-graded subobject ofn V'(t)
tE~

with the LF<P>-torsion of lFV.

(c) The funetor which assigns to an lF-module

exaet In particlIlar, it sends the epimorphism ( 1)

lF<P>-torsions; Le. the lF<P>-torsion of lF®SW is the

of lFV; therefore it is an X-graded submodule of lF®S!iY.•

6.5.2. Corollary. For an)' W E Spec<p>S-mod, the IF-torsion Jree quotient module

flF<P>((F<8>sw) Jws a canonical X-grading.

6.6. The spectrunl of rF-mod/d1. The following two theorems give a compiete des-

cription of the spectrun1 of the forgeuing funetor IF-mod -? s.4.

The Junctor

classes oJ simple

[F-mod<8 I<P>.

6.6.1. Theorem. For every <P> E Specs.4 such that

Supp(8(t)(P)) n Supp(8(s)(P)) i: 0 iff 8(s)(P):::: 8(t)(P),

the Junctor AIIF<p> olF(8)S induces a homeomorphism

(Specs-mod<P>, 't) ) (SpeclF-mod<8 IP>, 't).

AJ [F<P> 0 lF<8>S induces a bijeclion between Ihe sets oJ isomorphy

objects 01 the category S-mod<P> and fhe category

6.6.2. Note. Clearly if an element <P> of Specs.4 satisfies the eondition of

Theorem 6.6.1, then this condition holds for all speeializations of <P>.•

6.6.3. Theorem. For every <P> E Spees.4 Ihe Junetor AILF<p> o[F®s induces a ho-

lneomorphism (Spec<P>s-11lod, 't) ) (Spec<P> [F-mod, 't).

The !unctor AJ [F <P> o[F®s sends simple objeets info simple objeets. In par-

ticular, it induces a bijectiOll

Simple<P>S-mod ) Simple<P> [F-mod,

where
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denotes the set of isomorphy classes of simple objects

Sinlple<p>lF-mod := Spec<p>lF-mod n SimplelF-mod

and

Simple<p>S-11lod := Spec<p>S-mod n Simples-mod.

As usual, Simple~

of the category ~.

Proofs. Theorem 6.6.1 follows from Theorem 5.4.1 and Lemma 6.4.2. Theorem

6.6.3. is a direct consequence of the same Theorem 5.4.1 and Corollary 6.5.2.•

6.7. The case of PBW rings. For the readers' convenience, we will translate The

orem 6.6.3 to the language of rings and modules.

Fix a PBW ring 'R:= R{f},~} = (Ef> xsR,~), where ~ is the multiplication
SE~

given by the table:

for all 5,t Er;, and

XXt = L x ~(s,tlu)
s UE r; LI

(1)

rx = f} (r)x (2)
s 5 S

for all r E Rand SE§' (cf. 2.4).

Fix P E Spec(R-mod). By abuse the language, we shall caU the stabilizer

0/ P zn R{f}.~} the flng !Pp = !fp{iJ,~J:= (EB xSR.~/), where r; p is the set
SE§'p

{s E§'I f}sP = P}, ~' is induced by ~; l.e. the multiplication in !Pp IS gl-

yen by

X'X = L xu~(s,tl u)s t p
UE;:1p

(3)

and (2) with §' replaced by §'p

Note that !Pp is usually not a subring 10 R{f},~}. Denote the minimal

subring in R{iJ,~J which contains !Pp by Sp'

Consider the full subcategory -J<p of the category R-mod generated by

modules M such that any nonzero cyclic submodule X In M belongs to the

spectrurn and <X> = P. And let !Pp-modP is the full subcategory of the catego-

ry !fp-mod generated by nl0dules (M,m) such that M E -J<p' Note that the ea

tegory !fp-modP is isomorphie to the category Sp-modP defined the same way.

Now we have functors:

inclusion !pp-modP = Sp-modP -------7 Sp-mod;

tensoring 'R®S : Sp-mod -------7 'R-mod;
p

factorization by y;-IP-torsion, where y; is the forgetting functor

'R.-mod -------7 R-mod.
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The composition of these functors is the functor which establishes the iso

morphism of spectra:

the 'base' ring R 1S com-

1<p is equivalent to the ea-

is the prime ideal eorresponding to

in the usual sense.

Specp (9'p-mod)~ Specp('R-mod).

Thus the problenl of computing Specp('R-mod) splits into

a) finding Specp (9'p-mad);

b) factorizing 7{®S M by ~-lP-torsion.
p

If the ring R is noetherian, the first problem can be simplified by using

the embedding Specp (9'p-mod) -----4 Spec(l!fp-mod), where 19'p = !lp®R1<, 1< = 1«P)

is the residue (skew) field of P, and I!lp-mod is the category of representa

tions of I!lp in 1<-vector spaces.

The situation is slightly more comfortable when

mutative. Since in this ease the residue category

tegory K
p

-vector spaees, where p = Ann(P)

P and K = Rlp is its residue (eommutative) fieldp
The seeond problem involves combinatorics reiated to the multiplication in

the nng 'R. The solution is pretty simple in the ease of the so called hyper-

bolic rings (cf. [R 10]).

COMPLEMENTARY FACTS AND EXAMPLES.

Cl. Morphisms of graded monads and the spectrum. The most natural question

coneerning our constructions of the spectrum is how they behave under a base (=

monad) change?

Let ~ denote the category of tripies (H, 1t, X), where H IS a semigroup,

X = (X,·) an H-set, and n: IS an H-set epimorphism. A morphism from

(H', rr:, X') to (H, n:,X) IS a palf (4), 'V), where $: H' ~ H is a

semigroup morphism, and 'V is a map from X' to X· which is uniquely defined

by the compatibility condition: 'V 01t'= 1t 0$.

Fix a morphislTI <I> = ($. 'V): (H', 1t', X') ) (H, 1t, X).

The morphism <!l induces a map which assigns to any X-graded monad lF =
(F,Jl) in a category sIl, the X'-graded monad <PI! = (<I>/,Jl') in A which is

defined by cl>#F(h'):= F($(h')), and the multiplication )1' is induced by )1.

Similarly, for any X-graded IF-module IM = (M, nl), we denote by 4>tf1 =
(4)t/Vf,m') the X'-graded <pt/-module defined by <1>/rflxi:= MIV(x)i for any x E X'

with the obvious action m'. Clearly the map IM I ) 4>lfM extends naturally to

a funetor <1>#: rr-mad ) <!l"-mod.

Now, we define the (meta)category of graded monads In A in the most stan-

dart way. Namely, a n10rphisiTI from an X'-graded monad IF' to an X-graded monad
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IF is a paIr (<I>.<p), where <1> = ($. \V) is a morphism from (H',Tt',X') to

(H, 1t, X), and <p: [F'--7 e.t>" is an X'-graded monad morphism. The definition

of the composition is standart as weIl. We denote the category of graded monads

in A by the symbol sr IA.

The map which assigns to any X-graded monad IF = (F,Jl) its submonad IFft}

= (Fft},Jl') extends to a functor, [I}, from the category sr IA to the cate-

gory !JJlonA of monads in A.

Clearly any morphism <1>' = (<1>,<p) from an X'-graded monad IF' to an

X-graded monad lF induces a functor <!l' *: IF-mod~ lF'-mod which is the com

position of cI># and the functor <p*: cf>"-mod~ IF'-mod.

One can see that there is a commutative diagram

<1>'
*lF-mod ----~) 1F"'~mod

(1)

IF[ I ]-mod ----~) ff' [ I } -mod

The diagram (I) induces the commutative diagram

f<!l'
*f Ke r rs ) f Ker'ij'

tl 1 1~'
<1>'[1}*

IF[ I } -mod ) IF' [1] -mod

(2)

The commutativity of (2) and (the prüüf 00 Theorem 5.4.1 imply that

given a module IM E SpeefKerrs, the module f<l>' J-t is in SpecfKer~' if

and only if <1>' Jl}o'J(IM) E SpeerF'[I}-mod.

The assertion above is not particularly applicable. A really useful fact is

the following lemma.

Cl.!. Lemma. For allY [F-module IM from f Ker'ij, the functor ~' induces a

bijection of Ass(fcI>' ilM)) onto Ass(<1>'[I} *o~(IM)). In particular, for any

IF[l}-module W, fhe fUJ1etor tl' induees a bijeetion

Ass(f<P' *oA~(W)) ) Ass(cI>' JI}(W)).

Here A~ is, as usually, a left adjoint to ?j (cf. Theorem 5.4.1).
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C2. QUASI-HOLONOl\1lC MODULES AND CHARACTERS.

as the minimal

lS a se-

M

(1)

semi-

object

is quasi-final iff it is

if and only if M

C2.I. Essential length. Let ~ be a Iocal category. We say that an

of ~ is oJ finite length if either M = 0, or there is a finite filtration

0:= Mo~ MI ------) ...~ Mn:= M

such that every quotient MIM. is a quasi-final objecL
I I-I

We define the essential length, el(M), of the object M

n having this property.

If 13 has simple objects, then MIM.
I I-I

simple of finite length. In particular, el(M) = I

misimple object of finite length.

C2.1.1. Lemma. The Juli subcategory 0/ objects oJ finite length 0/ a local eate

gory 13 is thick.

ProoJ is astandart argument left to areader.•

C2.2. Locally finite objects. We call an object M of a category A localiy

finite if,

a) the support of any nonzero subobject of M is nonempty;

b) for any P ESpeeil, Qp(M) E ObAIP has a finite length.

Let At denote the full subcategory of A generated by Iocally finite ob-

jects In sIJ.

C2.2.1. Note. In 'real life' examples of categories A, the only objects with

empty support are zero objects. So, the condition a) holds automatically.•

C2.2.2. Lemma. (a) I/ A is a local category, then ObsAe is the /amily 0/ all

objects 0/ finite length in A.

(e) FOT any . M E ObtA
f

the support 0/ M eonsists only 0/ closed points.

(b) The subcategOl)l AC is thick.

Proof (a) Let i1 be a Iocal category. It follows from definition of At
that all its objects has a finite length (since the zero subcategory belongs to

the support of any nonzero object of A). Suppose now that M E ObA is of fi-

nite length; i.e. there is a filtration (1) such that each quotient M/Mi_1
is

a quasi-final objecL This implies that Supp(M) = O. Therefore Qp(M) = 0 for

any P E SpecA which is not equal to O.

(b) First note that if P E Supp(X) and P' E SpecA is any specialization
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of P (i.e. P' c P), then P' E Supp(X).

Fix an M E Obd1
C
' Let P E Supp(M); and let P' be a specialization of the

point P. Since P' E Supp(M) , Q~M) IS a nonzero object of finite length in

the local category dlIP'. It follows from the argument in (a) that the support

of Qp'(M) is O. But PIP' E Supp(Qp,(M)). Therefore P = P'.

(e) It follows from the definition of At that

-I
A

e
= n Qp ((AI'P)e)'

PESpecA

Since a11 localizations Qp are exact, it suffices to check that ~e is

thick when the category A is local. According to the assertion (a), In this

case, At is the category of objects of finite length. So the assertion fo11ows

from Lemma C2.l.l. •

(1)

is a commutativeRwhere

Ass(Qp(M))}

is a left ~-noetherian ring; i.e

with respect to the preorder ~

just noetherian if the ring R

C2.3. Locally associated points. For any M E OhA, set

LAss(M) = (P E SpecA I Qp(P) E

Clearly Ass(M) ~ LAss(M) for a11 A-1.

The inverse inclusion is true if s4 = R-mod,

noetherian ring ([B], Ch.IV, 1.2, Cor. of Prop. 5).

It is still true if i1 = R-mod, where R

a ring with Inaxinlality condition for left ideals

(cf. [R3]). Recall that left $;-noetherian becomes

is commutative.

In the non-affine situation, a sufficient condition is: has Gabriel-

of i1 such that Als is local

has these properties if R IS left

Krull dimension und any Serre subcategory S

belongs to SpecA. The category A = R-mod

~-noetherian.

We summarize thc main properties of the map LAss in the following asser-

tioo.

C2.3.l. Proposition. (a) LAss(M) c Supp(M) Jor all M.

(b) For any sllOrt exaet sequenee 0~ M'~ M~ M"~ 0,

LAss(M') ~ LAss(M) c LAss(M') U LAss(M").

(e) IJ Q is a direeted family of subobjeets of M and supO = M, then

LAss(M) = U LAss(X).
XEQ

In partieu/ar, LAss( ffi Y) = U LAss(Y) whenever ffi Y exists.
YES YES YES
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Proof is analogous to the proof of silnilar statements abaut

[R5], Seetion 8).•

Ass( ) (cf.

C2.3.2. Lemma. For GllY object M of rite suhcategory Ar Supp(M) = LAss(M).

Proof follows froIn definitions.•

C2.3.3. The category ~l'3-). Fix an exaet funetor '3': 'B -) A between abelian

eategories. Call an object M of the category 'B rF-Iocally finite if f§(M) IS

locally finite: r:J(M) E OhA&, Denote the full subcategory of 'B generated by

~-locally finite objects by '(gl':}). When ':} is the forgeuing functor from

IF-mod to A for sOIne monad IF in A, we could write '(gllF) instead.

Since the funetor r:J is exact, and Ae is thick, the category '(gl'J-) is

thick tao.

An example to keep in mind: for a reductive Lie algebra

subalgebra 1), let 'j be the forgeuing funetar from g-mod

that, the category '(gcr'3') contains the category O.

9 and its Cartan

to I)-mod. Note

C2.4. Quasi-holonomic objects. We define the subcategory of quasi-holonomic ob

jects In A as the full subcategory QM of the category A generated by a11

M E OhA such that

(a) for any nonzero subobject X of M, LAss(X):;:. 0;

(h) for any <P> E LAss(M) , the localization of M at <P> is an object

of fini te length.

Clearly Ae ~ QM. The inverse inclusion does not hold if SpecA has non-

closed points. In fact, any abject P E SpecA is quasi-holonomic. While P be-

longs to Al iff it is clased.

Given a funclor '3': 'B -) A, denote by Qh(r:J) the preimage of the sub-

category f§-I(QM). We call the abjects of Qh('3') '3'-quasi-holonomic. Again, we

may write Qh(lF) if rF is the forgeuing funetor IF-mod -) A for same monad

IF in A.

C2.4.1. Remarks. (a). [f in the exact sequence

o --7 M' -) M -) M" -) 0

the objects M' and M" are quasi-holonomic, then such is M.

If M E QM, then, certainly, M' is quasi-holonomic; but, M" might be

not. Which means that the subcategory QM is not, in general, topologizing.

The same is true for ~-quasi-holonomie objects for any exaet funetor r:J.
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(h) One can show that Ae is the largest thick subcategory of A contai-

ned in QhA.•

C2.S. Characters. The maln reason for introducing the category Qh('g) is that,

for objects of Qh(f§), there is a weIl defined notion of a (fonnal) character.

Denote by GSpecA the subset (or subspace) of all points P E SpecA such

that AlP has simple objects. For any M E OhA, set

GAss(M):= GSpeciJ n LAss(M), GSupp(M):= GSpecA n Supp(M).

Fix an exact functor '!J: 7J ~ A. The formal character of an object M

of Qh('g) is a function ch~.M = chM which assigns to any P E GAss('g(M) the

length of Qp(~(M». In other words, formal character as an element of the free

abelian group generated by GAss(rg,(M»):
PchM = L length(Qp(~(M»)e . (1)

PE GAss(M)

Note, that if the category i1 has Gabriel-Krull dimension (e.g. A is 10-

cally noetherian) which is the ease of most of examples, and in many other ea

ses, GSpecA = Speci1. (cf. [RS]).

C2.S.I. Lemma. Let 0~ M'~ M~ M"~ 0 be an exact sequence.

(a) If M E rgl':J), then chM = chM, + chM ,,.

(h) If M E Qh(f}) and, for all P E GAss(M"),

Qp('!J(M) ~ Qp(tg(M'» EI) Qp(':J(M"», (2)

then chM = chM, + chM ,,.

Proof (a) The assertion (a) follows from the equalities

GAss(M) = GSupp(M) = GSupp(M') U GSupp(M") = GAss(M') U GAss(M")

(cf. Lemma C2.3.2) and the equality length(M) = length(M') + length(M") In the

case when M is of finite length.

(h) The splitting (2) implies that GAss('!J(M)) = GAss(r;J(M'») U GAss(f§(M")).

The rest of the argument is the same as in (a).•

C2.S.2. Remarks. (a) Astandart interpretation of the assertion (a) is that the

function

eh Itg'Ir;;) : OhY5l<J)~ Maps(GSpecA, Z), M t--------7 chM'

factorizes through the canonical map rg(r;;) ~ Ko('(g('§). So that we have the

uniquely defined z-module morphism cho: KafY5(,§))~ Maps(GSpecA,Z).

Clearly the morphism eh is injective if GSpecA = SpecA.o
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(b) There is a similar interpretation of the whole map

eh: ObQh(r:J) ---7 Maps(GspecA,I).

Only this time, one should replace Ko be the relative Grothendieck group

K corresponding to a class E of short exact sequences defined as follows:o,':}
An exact sequence E = (0~ M'~ M ~ M"~ 0) in 73 belangs to

E = E~ iff M E ObQh(~), and GAss(':}(M")) ~ GAss(~(M)) (this implies that E

belangs to Qh(r:;)). According to Proposition C2.3.1, the dass E contains all

exact sequences E such that Qp(E) splits for any P E GAss(M") (cf. the as·

sertion (b) of Lemma C2.5.1). _

C2.6. Quasi-holonomic modules over a skew PBW monade We begin with the following

observation: for any exact funetor ~: 73 ---7 14,

Spec73 n Qh(r:J) = U Specp(':}) n Qh(~). (1)
PeSpecA

So that the description of the interseetion Spec73 n Qh(r:;) IS reduced to

that of Specp(~) n Qh(':}) far all P eSpecA.

Similarly,

(2)

with

IS a forgettingandA,

SpecplF-mod 1 M E ObQM}

is a skew PBW monad inIF

Spec'B n '(glr:J) = U Specp(~) n '(gl'!J)·
PeSpecA

'@lUJ) is a topologizing (actually, thiek) subcategory in

Spec'B n 'Gl':}) with Spec'Glr:J) and Spec(r:J)pf1 Qh(~)

The bijection

SpecplF-mod ---7) SpecpSP-mod

of Theorem 6.6.3 induces an injection of

QhSpecplF-mod:= {«M,m» E

Note that, since

73, we can identify

Specp'Glr:;)·

Suppose now that

funetar lF-mod ---7 sIl.

into

QhSpecpsP-mod:= {«V,lj» E SpeCplF-mod I <v> = Pi·
Under eertain (pretty n1ild) finiteness conditions, this map

QhSpecplF-mod ) QhSpecpSP-mod

IS also surjective. 1n particular, it is surjective for all examples of skew PBW

monads we consider here. _

C2.6.1. Lemma. An object M = (M,m) 0/ Specpff-mod n ObQh(ff) has nonzero cha

racter iff P E GSpecil.

Proo! Note that GSpecil is AuLd-stable.

In fact, P E GSpecsll if and only if there is an object V which is simple
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modulo P; Le. V ~ P, and, for any monoarrow g: V~ V, either V E P,

or Cok(g) E P. Clearly simple moduln P objects are exactly those objects

which are made simple by the localization at P.

For any auto-equivalence i} of A and a simple modulo P object V, the

object i}(V) is simple modulo i}(P).

The AutA-stability of GSpecA irnplies that Ass(~(M)) ~ GSpecA iff one of

the points of GAss(~(M)) belongs to GSpecA.•

Actually, it is possible to get a more explicit picture.

Fix any point P of SpecA. And consider the associated with P submonad

Sp:= (EI1 8(t),~/), where !1P:= It E !11 8(t)P = Pi.
t E !1P

For any t E !1P, the auto-equivalence e(t) induces an auto-equivalence,

8(t)', of the thick subcategory A(P-):= A(Supp(P)) which, in turn, defines an

auto-equivalence, 8(t)-, of the quotient category 1<-P:= A(P-)IP.

Recall that the eategory 1<-P is llzero-dimensional"; i.e. (sinee 1<-P is

loeal) Spec1<-P consists of only one point.

Consider the full subcategory 1<P of the category 1<-P generated by all

objeets M of xl' which are supremums of its subobjects V~ M such that

<V> = P. One can check that the subcategory J(p' is topologizing which implies

that J(p inherits the nice properties of the category X-P: it is local and

its spectrurn consists of only one point.

Clearly the subcategory xP IS stable with respect to any auto-equivalence

i} such that i}(P) = P. Therefore the monad Sp defines a monad

J<Sp = (E9 e(t), C)
t E §'P

in the category XP. The localization at P provides an embedding

L: Specpsp-mod ) SpecJ<sp-mod.

C2.6.2. Lemma. Suppose that i1IP has simple objeets. Then the monad J<Sp is

isomorphie to Rp@K Jor a eertain ring Rp over the skew field K = Kp-

Proo! By Lemma 5.4.1 in [R3], the residue category xP of the point P

IS equivalent to the category Kp-mod = Kp-Vec of Kp-vector spaces for a skew

field K = Kp - the residue skew field of P. The functor ffi 0(t)- is iso
t E !1P

morphic to Rp0
K

for a K-module Rp. The multiplication ~- of Sp defines

(uniquely) an associative ring structure Jl: Rp(i)0p ) Rp . •
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Thanks to the Lemma C2.6.1, we can identify the category J<Sp-mod with the

category Rp-mod/Kp of Rp®K-modules.

C2.7. Lemma. Let «M,m» be the image 0/ an element <'W> = «V,.u» under the

canonical bijection <Pp: Specpsp-mod ) SpecplF-mod tor some P E GSpecA.

I/ the module (M,m) is quasi-holonomic, then i(-W) is the coproduct 0/ a

finite number 0/ copies 0/ a simple Kp-finite dimensional Rp-module (cf Lemma

C2.6.1).

Proo! If (M,m) is quasi-holonomie, then the Image, i(-W) = (QpV..u'), of

w = (V,.u) In Rp-mod is Kp-finite dimensional. Since i(w) is K-finite di-

mensional, it IS artinian; m particular, it contains a simple submodule, say

'P. But, being an objeet of the spectrum, i(w) is equivalent to 'P. The lat-

ter means, Since 'P IS sinlple, that i(-W) is isomorphie to the coproduct of a

finite number of copies of 'P.•

C2.S. Example: skew PBW monads of rank ODe. 'Rank one' means that §' = Z and e
is a map from I to Aut(A) whieh sends n ~ 0 into en and n $ -I into

8"-n, where 8 IS an auto-equivalence and 8/\ its right adjoint. The action is

glyen by the data
~ ~ s t U
~ = (",(s,tlu): e oe -----7 S I s,t,u EI},

coincides with

Note first that, for any

----?) aU(p) equals to zero if

where eS:= 8"-s, if s is negative.

For any PESpeeil, the stabilizer, §'P:= {tE II e(t)P=P},

mZ for same nonnegative integer m. Thus we have a partition:

SpecA = U SpecnA,
n ;;:: 0

where Specn.4:= {P E SpeeAI ~P = nIl.

(0) Theorem 6.4.3 provides a map

4>: Spec°.il ) Specs4{e,~}.
One can easily find the preimage of the map <p.

P ESpecA, the morphism ~(s.t Iu)(P): 8S08t(P)

s + t * u.

then it is a monomorphism. The latter
. s+f-uor, equivalently, <a (P» = p

IS nonzero,In fact, if ~(s, t lu)(P)

. I' h esoSt(p) aU(p),case Imp les t at :::::

whieh, by hypothesis, means that s + t = u.

Let P = <p>. Set

'2_P:={s E INI ~{I,-sl-s+I)(P)=O} u {-oo}, '8+P:={s E II ~{-I,sls-I)(P)=O} U {oo},

and denate by e+P the minimal element of '8+P and by l_P the maximal ele-
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IPl. := Z - /P. One

IF(P):=( EB an(p),~),
nEZ

the equivalence dass of the quotient

thatcan see

ment of 3_P. Let IP denote the interval (i+P, i_P) and

Ef) an(P) is a maximal IF-submodule of
11 E IP~

and the map 4> assigns to the point P

lF-module <l>(P):= ( E9 en(p),~/(P)).
n E IP

In particular, if ~(s,-sIO)(P) =t- 0 for every SEI. Then

<1>(P) = <IF(P»:= « E9 en(p),~(P))>.
n E Z

Clearly

~ <Sn(p»
ch<l>(P) = length(Qp(P)) L. e .

nEIP

Chosing P in such a way that Qp(P) is a simple object, we obtain:

eh
_ ~ <Sn(p»

cfl(P) - ~ e
neIP

(1)

simple

of the point P is mZ

where ~ is the restricti-
m

(+) Let now P E Specnl
A; l.e. the stabilizer §'P

for some m. Thus Sp = !Fm:= (n ~ l emn(p)'~m(P)).

on of the multiplication table to mZ.

The localization at P provides an embedding

i: SpecplF ·mod ) Spec1<1F -mod,m m

EB f/1,S) is the induced by IF monad in the (semisimple) resi-
E l m

where 1<1F = (
m

Jl

due eategory 1<P.

Suppose that P E GSpecil. Then the category 1<P is equivalent to Kp-mod

for some skew field K = Kp ' And the monad 1<r;m is isomorphie to the monad

Rp®K for a certain ring Rp over a skew field K. According to Lemma C2.7,

the image, (M,m), of an element <~> = «V,~» under the canonical bijection

4> : SpecplF -mod ) SpecplF-modm m
is quasi-holononüc if and only if i(W) is the coproduct of a finite number of

copies of a silnple K-finite dimensional R-module.

In general, there might be lots of infinite dimensional (over

objects in IF -mod.
m

C2.9. Example: skew group monads (crossed products). Fix a group G. Consider a

skew PBW monad IF in il defined by a map 8: G~ Aut(A), and morphisms

~(s,t lu): 8 so8t~ 8 u' s,t,u E G,

such that ~(s, tl u) = 0 if u =t- sr. So that we can set ~(s,t):= ~(s, tl u).
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Thc fact that ~ defines an associative multiplication is given by:

t;(s,tu)t;(t, u) =t;(st,u)8ut;(S,l),

t;(S,l) = t;(l,S) = id.

Suppose that PESpeeil is such that Gp := Ig E G I 8 g(P) = P} IS a nonnal

subgroup in G. Then the functor

Speepsp-mod~ SpecpfF-nwd (1)

of Theorem 6.6.3 sends (quasi-)locally finite Sp-modules into (quasi-)locally

finite IF-modules. This follows from the fact that, under the assumptions, the

functor lFl&ls sends any sp-module w = (V,.u) such that <V> = P into a
p

quasi-holonornic IF-module which is locally finite iff P is a closed point.

In particular, if thc group G is conlrnutative, this holds for all P.

Note that hyperbolic monads of any rank are special cases of the latter si

tuation.•

C3. Dualization. Fix an abelian category

category.

A. As usual, denotes its dual

C3.1. Lemma. (a) The preorder >- coincides witII its dual.

(h) Specs/l°P n Specil = {P E OhA I P >- X "* 0 => X >- Pi.

In partieu/ar, SpeeiloP n Specil ~ MaxA:= IP E SpecAI <P> is closed}.

(e) If any nOl1zero objeet in i1 has a llonempty support, tlIen

SpeeifP n Speeil = MaxsA.

fiber coproduct

t

X >- Y iff Y is a subquotient of a direct surn

of X. Dualization saves finite direct sums; and if

A, then it is a subquotient of X' In AOP
. The

Proo! (a) By definition,

of a finite number of copies

Y is a subquotient of X' m

latter is due to the fact that if in the

X')

t'
1e

) YUX'
K

K--~

Y-----i

the (resp. t) epimorphism (resp. monomorphism), then
,

is anarrow e lS an e

epimorphism (resp. t' is a monomorphism).

(h) Suppose that P E SpecAoP n SpeeA. Then any nonzero object X such

that P>-X is equivalent to P. In particular, P is cIosed.
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In fact, P >- X means that there exists a subobject K of (n)P for some

n and an epimorphis111 K --7 X. Thus K::::: P. And, since X is nonzero and P

(hence K) belongs to SpeeiloP, X::::: K.

(e) Suppose now that Supp(M) = 0 only if M = O. And let <P> is a clo

sed point of Specil. Let P >- X ;;/:. O. Since X is nonzero, X >- P' for some

element JY of SpecA. Since <P> is closed, p::::: P'. Therefore p::::: X. _

C3.2. Corollary. (a) A category A is loeal iff J>P is loeal.

(b) Spec"dl:= {/!liek subeategories P ~ A such that AlP is loeal} IS self-

dual; i.e. Spec"il = Spec"ifP•

We will indicate the dualization

SpecifP; SuppO(M) is the support of M

by ° For instanee,

ete..

denotes

IS coreflective.

category. Recall that

generated by objects

<X> = O. The

C3.3. Residue and coresidue category. Let A be a loeal

its residue subeategory X(il) is a full subeategory of A

M which are sUpremUITIS of their subobjects X such that

coresidue eategory 1{°(A) is defined dually: 1{°(A):= 1{(ifP)oP.

Tbe subcategories X(iI) and 1{°(dl) are topologizing.

If t4 has the property (sup), then the subcategory 1{(A)

If A has the dual property (supo):= [(sup) in J>p], XO(dl) is reflective.

For any P E Spec" il, we have the residue and coresidue categories at

Xp(.~):= 1<(AlP) and Xp o(A):= Xpo(ilIP) respectively.

P:

C3.4. Quasi-finite objects. We say that an object M of the category

quasi-finite if, for any nonzero subobject M' of M,

(a) Supp(M') = LAss(M') 'i:- 0,

(h) for any P E LAss(M') , Xp(n)M' is finite for all n.

Denote the fuB subcategory of quasi-finite objects in A by Aqf.'

Clearly Ae~ .i1ql"

A IS

C3.4.1. Lemma. Aql is Cl thiek subeategory in dl.

Proo! The condition (a) for aB nonzero subobjects defines a SeITe subca

tego.ry. The condition (h) defines a thiek subcategory. Details are left to tbe

reader. _

Giyen an exact functor f?J: ~ ~ A, set
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jeets of the subeutegory t'gql(lf}) ?}-quasifinite. It follows from Lemma C.?4.1

that t'gq&(~) is a thiek subcategory of 13.

If If} 1$ a forgeuing funetar lF-mod ~ sA for some monad IF in sA,

we could write t'gGlrF ) instead of ~ql(!fJ) and eall objeets of this category

quasi-finite lF-mochtfes.

C3.5. Quasi-cofinite objeets. Actually, we are

subcategory sAql° of quasi-cofinite objects which

and the corresponding relative subcategories t'gql0(r:;).

this interest is the following example.

more interested

IS by definition

One of the

In the

(~P)ql.oP,

reasons of

C3.5.1. Example. Let A be the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on a smooth

variety X; and let 1) be the sheaf of differential operators on X which we

identify with thc corresponding monad. Then rgql.0(1)) is the category of

holonomic V-modules.•

C3.6. Skew PßW eomonads and their speetrum. A prototype (and a consequence) of

Theorem 6.6.3 is the description of highest weight representations as unique lr

reducible quatients of Verma modules. Or a similar fact about Harish-Chandra mo

dules. There is also a widely used (say, in representation theory of finite gro

ups) dual way to get irreducible representations as umque subobjects of coindu

ced representations. This dualization can be obtained as a corollary of Theorem

6.6.3 as folIows.

A comonad aJ = (G,ö:G ------? GoG) in s4 is a skew PBW comonad if the dual

monad G° lß iloP is PBW. Thus we can apply Theorem 6.6.3 to get a description

of SpeeDpu-comod for any element P of SpeeDsA in terms of SpeeopGp-eomod,

where OJp is the comonad generated by the stabilizer of P. The corresponding

('dual') functar of Theorem 6.6.3 maps any V E SpeeDpf3p-eomod into the uniquely

defined subcomodule of the coinduced 03-comodule.

Suppose now that P E SpeeDA n SpeesA (far instance, P = <P> for a simple

object P; or, every nonzero object of sA has a nonempty support, and P is a

closed point in Spee.s4; cf. Lemma C.3.!). And let the 03p-comodule V be a clo

sed point (resp. a simple camodule), then this uniquely defined subcomodule is a

closed point of Speep03-comod (resp. a simple IB-comodule).
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C4. WEYL ALGEBRAS.

Presently, (at least) three types of Weyl algebras are known:

the 'classical' Weyl algebra Ajk) over a field k;

the algebra [) J = [) jk) of q-differential operators with polynomialq, q,
coefficients which is a most straightforward one-parameter deformation of the

classical Weyl algebra;

the introduced by Hayashi [Ha] quantum deformation, W = W jk) of the
q,J q.

Weyl algebra AJ which is called the quantum Weyl algebra.

Recall their definitions.

The algebra

ject to the relations

[) jk)q. IS generated by the elements x., y"
I I

E J, sub-

X~i - qy,-xi = I, Xli = Y,-xj (1)

i, j E J such that i ~ j. Here q IS an invertible element of thefor every

field k.

The classical Weyl algebra Ajk) coincides with [J1,jk).

The quantunl Weyl algebra W jk) is generated by x., y., z.,q. I I ,

which are related as follows:

i E J,

xiZi = qz,-xi' z~i = qy,-zi'
-I -1

x;Yi - qy,-Xi = Zi' x;Yi - q Y,-Xi = Zi ;

xiYj = yJ-xi' xJ-zi = z,-xP Y,~ = zri

for any I,) E J such that i;t: j.

Denote by R the ring of polynomials in the indeterminates ~J = (~i I i E

J) over a field k R:= k{~JJ. Let fl i denote the automorphism of R given

by i}t~.) = q~. + I and i}.(~.) =~. if i ~ j.
11 I l'j 'j

The algebra [J Jk) is isomorphie to the constructed by the data IR, i}l·lq,
i E J} hyperbolic ring; i.e. [J jk) is defined by the relations

q,

X( = fJ/r)xi, y/\.(r) = ryi for any r E R; (1)

x.y. = ~., yx. = i}.-I(~.) (2)
11 1 Il I'

-\Yj = YjXi' x),zi = ZiXj' Y;l'j = lJi' (3)

where i, j ron through J, and i;t: j.

Similarly, the algebra W j k) is given by the relations (1), (2), (3)
q.

with different Rand i}., i E J. Namely,,
R is the ring of polynomials in ~., z., Z .-1 , i E J;, I ,
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Aut(R).

ring R

Ajk),

- separately.

and

t1!~.) = q~. + I, f}!z.) = qZ.
I I I I I I

t}. acts identically on ~., z. for } E J - {i}.
I J J

Denote by G the generated by the set {f}i I i E J} subgroup of

According to Theorem 6.6.3, we need to find, for any prime ideal in the

its stabilizer In G. We shall da it for each of the three rings -

rJq,jk), and ~Vq,jk)

C4.1. The case of the Wey) algebra. For any map a: J ---) k, denote by 8a
the translation by a; i.e. 8af(~J) = f(~J + a) for any function / E R.

The translations Sa' a E kJ, form, obviuosly, an abelian subgroup,

Ir(R), In Au/(R). Far any subgroup G In Ir(R), define rank(G) - the rank

of G - as the dil11ension of the k-vector space generated by all 0: such that

So: E G.
The following assertion was, probably, knawn a hundred years aga; but, it

is easier ta prove it than to find a reference.

C4.1.1. Lemma. Let G be a finitely generated subgroup 0/ the group !r(R).

Then the subspace SpecGR 0/ G-stable prime ideals in R is naturally embedded

into the spectruJIl SpecR
G 0/ the subring RG 0/ G-invariants 0/ the ring R.

I/ char(k) = 0, then this embedding is an isomorphism, and SpeeR
G

is an

affine subspaee in SpeeR 0/ the codimension r:= rank(G).

Proof a) Consider first the ease when G is a subgraup of rank 1; l.e. G

is generated by one non-identical translation, say Sa'

e (~.) = ~. + a(j), j E J.
a J J

Choose such that a(i) 7= 0, and denote by T<a;i> the linear map

~.I ) a(i)~. - a(j)~. for aB } E J. (1)
J J I

Set ~:= T<a;i>(~), i.e. ~.:=T<a;i>(~.) for all j E J. Clearly
J J

ea(~}) = s} for aB } E J.

is a surjection onto the subspacethe operator T<a; i>Since a( i) '# 0,

of cadimensian 1.

Denate by Ra the subring of palynomials in ~j' j E J - {i}.

an arbitrary Ba-stable prime ideal in R. Set Pa := p n Ra; and let

te the field af fractions of the domain Rc/Pa:
The claim is that P is generated by Pa: P = (Pa)'

Take the image, p', of the ideal P in the quotient ring

p be
denn-

The
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localization at the multiplicative system

into the ring K [~.] and the ideala t

K(J/~/' Since Ka[~/ IS a principal

by a polynamial, say J, and the

equivalent to the equality

R - Pa transfers the flng RI(Pa)a
p inta a pnme ideal pli in the flOg

ideal damain, the ideal p" IS generated

8a -stability of the initial ideal p is

f(~i+ a(i)) = f(~i)'

Since a(i) ~ 0, the equality (2) is satisfied if and only if

~ .], where p:= clzar(k).
t

b) Now, pick anather translation, 8ß' Note that

8ß(S·) = S· + (a,ß)(i,j)
J 'j

for all j E J - {ij. Here

(3)

(a, ßj(i,j):= a(i)ß(j) - a(j)ß(i).

The formula (2) shows that Bß(S.) = S. for all j E J - {iJ if and only
'] J

if ß = Aa for sonle A E k.

So, if a and ß are linearly independent, then there is an index j E J,

f~i, such that (a.ßJ(i,j)~. And we apply the transformation T<{a,ß}(i,j);j>

(cf. (1)) to {St! I E J-liJ}. And then apply the obtained in a) result to the

automorphism eß'
c) Etc...

C4.L2. Stabilizers. Fix a subgroup G of the group !r(R). For any finitely

generated subgroup H In G, denote by S(H,G) the subgroup of all t E G

such that every H-stable prime ideal in R is I-stable. It is not difficult to

find S(H,G).

In fact, S(H,G) = 11 n G, where F':= S(H,!r(R)).

It follows from Lemma C4.1.1 that 11 = (eal a E Vec(H)J, where Vec(H)

denotes the k-vector space spanned on (ß I eß E HJ.

Thus, S(H,G) = (Bai a E Vec(H) n GJ.

C4.2. The case of the algebra of q-difTerential operators. Consider now a

subgroup G of Aut(R) generated by a set of automorphisms {i}i I i E JJ which

act as folIows:

(}t~·) = q.~. + a., (}.(~.) =~. if i ~ j.
11 11 I l'j J

Set J':= {i E JI qi 'j:. I}. For every i E J', define a new element,

by Sr' = ~i - y(i), where y(i):= a/(I-qi)'

Since l'}·(S.J = q·S·, and i}tt;.) = t;. if i'#j, the prime ideal
I I /1 ) I I

Rt;. is G-stable.
I
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such that

is G-stable.

~.
I

by {~i I iE J"; =J.J'}

Aut(RJ")'

R generated by all

Denote by 1'(111) the set {i E J'I q.m=l, q.S'*1 for 1Ss'<-m-I}, m~; and let
I I

J(O):= {i E J' I qi is not a root of one}. Set x(i):=Sim for every ie J(m).

We asslIIne that ehar(k) = O.

Clearly the subalgebra B in R generated by (xci) I i E J} consists of

G-stable elements.

Now, fix a subgroup H of the group G. We want to describe the set

SpeeHR of H-stable prime ideals in R.

Clearly the subalgebra Rp' generated

Let H" denote the induced by H subgroup of

Finally, RH denotes the subalgebra in

iE J' and ~. is H-stable.
I

According to LemOla C4.1.1, H"-stable primes of RJ" fonn an affine subspa-

ce, SpeeRJ",H' of codimension r = rank(H") in SpeeRJ'"

Thus, we have an embedding

tH: SpeeB n SpeeRH n SpeeRJ " H n (n {(S .)}) --",",",,) SpeeHR,
, i E J'H I

where J'H:= {i E l' I ~i is not H-stable}.

C4.2.1. Lemnlu. The embedding IH is a homeomorphism.

Proof, similar to that of Lemma C4.1.1, is left to the reader.•

C4.3. Example: the second Weyl algebra. Consider the second Weyl algebra

over a field k of characteristic zero. So that A (k) is a hyperbolic
2

R{e,~}, where

R = k[~,~]; et~·) = ~. + 0..;
I 2 ,'] '] IJ

x,,xj = xJ,xi: Xli = Yi"j if i '* j.

x.v. = ~., v,x. = e.-I(~.) for I = 1,2.
1"'1 I" I I ,

Let G be the subgroup in !r(R) generated by

(m,n) of nonzero integers, and consider the subgroup

by 'Ö := Smo8 1l.
m,n I 2

SI and 8
2

,

('Öm,n) in G

Fix a pair

generated

It follows from C4.1.3, that the following subgroups in G are stabilizers

of nonzero prinle ideals in R = k[~,~] :
I 2

G, (8), (8) and (f} ), wbere (m 1n) = I,
I 2 m,n

Here (m] n) denotes the highest common factor of m and n.

And the stabilizer of any nonzero prime ideal generated by a pnme ideal in

the algebra k[y} , where y is resp. ~1' ~2' or n~1 - m~2' coincides witb
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the corresponding subgroup from the list (1) (cf. Lemma C4.1).

!::! K[AJ; (p) IS the generated by

the quotient field k[yJ/p; ~ =
automorphism of the ring KfAJ.

Now, fix a stabilizer (8 m 08 ll), where (m In) = I. Let p be a nonzero
I 2

prime (hence maximal) ideal in the corresponding ring k[yJ. Consider the gene-

ric case: m:;t 0, 11:;t 0.
m 11 n m

Set x:= x x and y:= y y . The corresponding to the point p =
1 2 1 2

k['J...., yJp ring is the hyperbolic ring R{x,y;fJ,~}.

Here R is the quotient ring k[~yJ/(p)

p (prime) ideal in the ring k[~yJ; K is

~ m~ nmod (p); f} is the induced by 8 m08 n
1 2 1 2

Clearly f]f(A.) = frA. + 11 + m).

The quotient ring over p is isomorphie to the ring K[x,x-1,'f}J of skew

Laurent polynomials over the field K': = K()...).

Now consider special cases.

(a) Let p be a nonzero pflme ideal in k[~I'~2J which is (8
1
)-stable;

l.e. p = k[~I'~2Jp, where p is same maximal ideal in k[~2J. The correspon-

ding to the point p hyperbolic ring is Rtf],~) = R{x ,y ;f} ,~}, where
I 1 1 1 1 1

R = K[~J, K = k[~2J/P, t};r~I) = fl~1 +1).

is

of

set Speccf{81,e2:~I'~2}-mod into

the field of rational fuoctions k(~,~).•
1 2

The quotient ring over p is isomorphie to the ring

skew Laurent polynomials over the field K' = K(~).
I

Similarly, any 82-stable nonzero prime ideal in k[~I'~2J 18 generated by

a maximal ideal p in k[~]; and the corresponding to p hyperbolic ring is
1

R{f]2'~2} = R{x2'Y2;f]2'~/'

where R = K[~2J, K = k[~2J/P, {Jjf~2) = fl~2+1). The quotient ring over p

is isomorphie to thc flng K'[x ,x -1;8 J of skew Laurent polynomials aver the
2 2 2

field K' = K(~).

(h) The only rcmaining possibility is the stabilizer equal to the whole

group G. Since char(k) = 0, the only G-stable proper ideal in k[~I'~2J is

the zero ideal. The localization at k[~ ,~ i-fO} provides an embedding of the
1 2

-I -I
SpecK[x

l
,x2'x

l
,x

2
;8

1
,8

2
J, where K

q(2) are not roots of one.

by the automorphism i}:= 8,m
o8

2

n,

s.:= (~. - y.), where y. denotes
I I I I

C4.4. Example: thc second algebra of q-differential operators. Consider now the

k-algebra [) of q-differelltial operators In two indetenninates with polyno
Q,2

mial coefficients. We assume that both q(l) and

Consider the subgroup of G generated

where m and II are nonzero integer8. Set
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I/(I-q(i)), i = I, 2. We have:

t}(SI) = q( UmSI' t}(S2) =
whieh implies that the only nonzero primes in

by t} are

q(2)nS2

k[~I'~2l = stabilized

(S I)' (S2)' and (S I'S).

Note that the stabilizer of eaeh of the ideals (4) is the whole group G.

Thus, the list of stabilizers is pretty short this time:

the group G, and its eyelie subgroups (8) and (8).
I 2

Consider eaeh of these eases:

(4)

p in k[~2l,

K coincides

All tbis im

to the ring

R'{f),~} is isomorphie to the

with eoefficients in K[~ l.
I

vf -I
a [XI,X

I
;8J of

Image of ~ I in

is the identieal map.

p is isomorphie

ring

a) Fix a prime ideal p In k[~t'~) the stabilizer of whieh is the

subgroup (8
1
), Aeeording to Lemma C4.2.1, the ideal p is either generated by

some maximal ideal p In k[~2l whieh is not equal to (S2) (cf. the list

(4)), or it is generated by a maximal ideal p *. (S2) in k[~2l and by (SI)'

The corresponding to the point p ring is the hyperbolic ring R'{t},~}.

Here R' = k[~,~ l/p is isomorphie either to K[~ l, where K IS the quoti-
I 2 1

ent field k[~2l/p, P:=k[~2]rw, or just to the field K (if Pfi<[~/ = (SI));

i) is the indueed by e automorphism of R';
I

~ is the image of ~.
I

If P n k[~/ = 0, then the hyperbolie ring

[) of ordinary q -differential operators
ql I

And the quotient ring over p is isomorphie to the ring

skew Laurent polynon1ials over the field K':= K(~).
I

If P n k[~ 1 *" 0, i.e. p = (p, t; ) for some maximal ideal
I I

then R' is the field K:= k[~21/p, and the

with the invertible element y . Clearly i}
I

plies that the quotient ring over the point

K[x,x-1l of Laurent polynomials over K.

b) Suppose now that the stabilizer of a prime ideal p eoincides with the

group G. There are four points in Speck[~I'~2] whieh have this property (cf.

the argument above): O. (SI)' (t;2)' and (SI,t;2)'

Consider each of these possibilities in the inverse order.

(i) p = (SI,S2)' Then there is a natural isomorphism

k[~I'~2l/p ) k, ~II ) YI' ~21 ) Yl"

The corresponding to the point p
-I -I

k[x ,x ,x ,x 1 of Laurent polynomials over k.
I 2 I 2

ring is isomorphie to the ring
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k[~I'~2]/p ~ k[~/; and the quotient ring
-I

K[x ,x ..8] of skew Laurent polynomials
I I I

(ii) P = (~l)' Then k[~I'~z]1p ~ k[~z]' The quotient ring over p

isomorphie to the ring K[xi x
Z
-

1;8z] of skew Laurent polynomials over

field K: = k(~).z
Dually, if P = (~2)' then

over p is iSOlllorphie to the ring

over the field K: = k(~).
I

is

the

(itt) There remains the ease p = O.

{Oj. The eorresponding ring
-} -1

K[x
l
,X

2
'X

1
,xz ;8

1
,8

2
] of skew Laurent

k(~ ,~) of rational funetions in two variables.
I 2

So, we localize at the set k[~I'~21

IS isomorphie to the ring

polynomials over the field K: =

C4.5. Quantum 'Veyl algebras. Denote by !c(R) the set of morphisms

<q,a>: R~ R, f(~z) I ) f(q~+a.z.qz),

where q is a function from 1 to k*, and a is a funetion from J to k.

Here ~ = (~i)' z: = (zi); so that

(q~ + az)i = q(i)~i + a(i)zr

Clearly re(R) is a subgroup in Aut(R).

C4.5.1. Lemma. Slippose that char(k)=O. Let G be a subgroup in Ie(R) gene-

rated by a set of automorphisms

<q,U>: j(~z) J ) ftq~+az,qz)

in G such that, Jor any i E l, q(i) = 1, if a(i) = O.

Then the natural map SpeeR ) SpeeRG induces a homeomorphism 01 the

subspace SpeeGR 0/ G-stable points of SpeeR onto SpeeRG.

Proof. It suffiees to prove the assertion in the ease when G is a eyclic

subgroup generated by an automorphism e. Set

l(e):= (j E II e(~j) -:t ~jj, and ll.(e):= 1 - lee).

Fix a e-stable prime ideal p in R. Set p:= Rl(e) n p and R':= RJRp.

The loealization at Rl(S!P - {Oj transfers the ideal plRp of the ring

R' into a prime ideal p". of the ring K"[(~ ·1 j E lJ.(e))1, where K" de-
'j

notes the field of rational funetions (over k) In variables ~t' t E lee).

Clearly p = Rp irf p" = O.

Therefore we ean (and will) assume that I(G) = 0, henee K" coineides

with k, pli with p. And what we need to show is that p equals to zero.

(a) Note first that the intersection of p with the subring of polynomials

in (zi 1 i E l) is zero.
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The equation

(1)

0-stability

the prime

over the

transfers

Indeed, p:= p n k[(Zi)] is G-stable, and the restriction of G to the

subring k[(z)] consists of contractions, 8q,O' where q runs through a

certain subgroup, H, of (k*)J. Since, for every i E l, there is q E H

such that q(i) is not a root of one, it follows from Lemma C4.2.1 that p is

either zero, or it is generated by {zi I i E J'J for some subset J' in J.

But, the second issue cannot happen, because all z. are invertible.
I

(b) So, the Iocalization at the set k[(zi)) - (OJ
ideal p ioto a prime ideal p' In the polynomial ring K[(~.))

I

field K = k((z .)) of rational functions in the indeterminates (z.). And p =
I I

o if and only if p' = O.

(c) Now, we shall show by induction in IJ I that p' = O.

1) Let IJ I = I; i.e. R = k(z)[~], and 8 acts by

8ftl;,z) = f(q~ + az,qz) for any f(~,z) E R.

The ideal p is generated by a polynomial f(~,z), and the

of p is equivalent to the equality

J(q~ + az,qz) = af(~i)'

for some rational function a = a(z). Write f as

(l) is equivalent to

the only so-

~; hence f
and char(k) = 0,

does not depend on

a i:- 0,

l.e. f
s. Since

is f == 0;s

for all nonnegative integers

lution of (5) for s ~ I

is zero.

2) Let now J be a finite set. Let J" be the union of all subsets 1 of

J such that the ideal p' has zero intersection with the subring of polynomi-

als In ~i' i E I. Localization at K[(~i li E J")] sends the ideal p' ioto

a oonzero prime ideal p in the ring of polynomials in (~i li E l-l") over

the field K':= K((~i li E P')) of rational functions in (~i li E 1).

Note that, since p- i:- 0, the set J - J" is nonempty. By definition of

J", for any E J, the intersection p- n K'[~/ IS a nonzero prime (hence

maximal) ideal in K'[~.] which is stable under the automorphism e.
I

8: fi~.) I ) iJf(q(i)~. + (X( i)z .).
I I . I

The ideal p n K'[~/ is generated by an irreducible polynomial, say f =
f(~.); and the 8-stability of p- means that Gf = af for some a E K'; Le.

I

Let D

iJf(q(i)~. + a(i)z·) = af(~ .).
I I I

denate the derivative with respect to ~ ..
I

(2)

Clearly the operator D
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commutes with 'Ö. So, applying D to both parts of the equation (2), one gets

the system:

q(i)S'ÖDSf(a(i)2.) = aDSf(O) , S ~ O. (3)
I

By the induction assumption, DSf(O) E k for every s ~ O. Since char(k)

= 0, this implies that f E k[~ .]. In particular, 'Öf = f; i.e. the equation
l

(2) is

f(q(i)~ j + a(i)2j) = af(~ j)' (4)

But. this case was already considered in 1). •

C4.5.2. Stabilizers. Now, given a subgroup G In :terR) such that any element

<q, a> E G has the property

u(i) = 0 ~ q(i) = I,

it is easy to describe stabilizers of prime ideals in G:

just single out a subset I ~ J, and take the subgroup

<q,a> E G such that a(j) = 0 (hence q(i) = I) for all j e I.

G(l) of all

C4.5.3. Tbe second quantum Weyl algebra. The description of the spectrurn of the

algebra W rk) follows the same pattern as in the case of the second WeyI
Q,2

algebra A (k) (cf. C4.3). We leave details to the reader.
2

es. A REMARK ABOUT RELATIONS BETWEEN THE SPECTRUM OF REDUCTIVE

AND (QUANTIZED) KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS AND THE SPECTRUM

OF CERTAIN HYPERBOLIC RINGS.

Theorem 6.6.3 shows that the complexity of representation theory (or loeal

algebra In our approach) is eoncentrated In the stabilizers of points of the

speetrum of the base category A. To see what is going on, eonsider one of the

most important examples: monads associated to the enveloping algebras of Kac

Moody Lie algebras and their quantized versions.

Kae-MoodyFix a

A is the category

P eSpecA. The

8(i). such that

C5.I. A hyperbolic ring associated to a Kac..Moody Lie algebra.

(or a reduetive) Lie algebra 9 with the Cartan subalgebra ll.

We shall use the notations of 2.5. Our 'base category'

UrTl)-mod of modules over the Cartan subalgebra. Fix, a point

stabilizer !fP of P is the submonad generated by all

8(i)(P) = P. Clearly 9'p eontains the submonad

Zrll): =ffi 8(iJ,
ie r o
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where r o:= (i E mj i(Ci) = ir-Ci) for any root Ci. In other words. Zell) IS

isomorphie to r5'(ll)@U(Tl)' where t5'(Tl) is the centralizer of the Cartan subal-

gebra. And if rank(Tl) 2': 2, r5'(Tl) is a pretty nasty noncommutative ring.

Theorem 6.6.3 shows that we cannot really avoid dealing with tbis ring, ex

plicitly or implicitly. But. we can control the classes of representations (or

points of the spectrum) of U(9) we want to study by choosing the class of 'ad

missible' representations of t5'(Tl).

Consider the quotient t5"(Tl) of the ring (';(Tl) by its commutant. The ring

(';'(11) is isomorphie to the ring of polynomials in ~Ci' Ci E ~+' with coeffici-

ents in the enveloping algebra Sr,,) of the Cartan subalgebra Tl; and the iso-

morphism is given by xCix_Ci I ) ~Ci for each positive root Ci.

Fix a prime ideal p in S(ll). And let p be any prime ideal In (';'(Tl)

such that p n S(11) = p. Now we choose any M E Specp(!Ip-mod) and map it uSlng

the canonieal functor to Specp(U(9)-mod) (cf. Theorem 6.6.3).

Note that R = tr(l1) can be regarded as a coeffieient ring of the hyperbo-

lie fIng R(S,~), where S IS a homomorphism from Maps(~+,l) to Aut(R) gi

yen by:

SCi~ß = ~ß + 0a,ßha for any a. ß E .1+.

xax_Ci = ~a for all Ci E ß +'

Denote this hyperbolie ring by H(9).

Since the stabilizer Jf(9)p of the ideal p In R(S.~) and 9'p have na-

turally isomorphie bases (of monomials), they are isomorphie as R-modules. But

not as rings.

(a) A generic point. Denote by Xo(ll) the set of p E SpecS(11) such that

9'p = t5'(Tl). hence, Jf(9)p = (';'(Tl). Theorem 6.6.3 provides injective maps:

Spec ('H(g)-mod) 3 (Rlp) ( X (11) ) Spec (U(9)-mod) (1)pop
In other words. in a generic ease, points of the spectrum of U(9) are in

one-to-one correspondence with points of the speetrum of the associated hyperbo

. lie ring.

(b) Degenerate cases. The relation with the spectrum of R{e,~)-mod still

might hold when the stabilizer of pE SpeeR is nontrivial. This is clear for

the stabilizer generated by SCi' a E ß+, since in this ease the stabilizer in

the hyperbolie ring is generated by R. xCi' and x_a' The stabilizer in U(9)

eorresponding to the pair (p,p) is generated by (;'(11). xCi' and x_Ci' So that,

being restricted to the corresponding subcategory, it acts as R(SCi'~Ci).

A higher rank case: let the stabilizer be generated by a subset (Sa I 0: E X)

such that (xal a E X) pairwise eommute. Then the stabilizer in U(9) of the
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A.2. Special cases. If q = p, then S = id: so that t and u commute be

tween themselves and with elements of R~ and D IS a central element in the

hyperbolic ring overM (2) IS ap,q
k[x,y,Dj with generators t, u corresponding to the automorphism

S'; j(x,y,D) I ) f(qx,qYJq2D)

and the element (xy - D)/p: tu = q(xy - D).

ring M (2). In this case M (2) IS a hyperbolic ring over k[t,u,D] cor-p,q p,q
responding to the automorphism

i)': f(t.u,D)~ f(qt,qu,D)

and the element D + qtu; Le. xy = D + qtu. One can see that M (2) COln
q,q

cides with M (2), and D is the q-determinant.q
If q = p -I, then i} is identical; so that x and y commute with ele-

ments of R and between themselves. And

A.3. Tbe spectrum. The ring

not hyperbolic if q -:t. P ~ q-I.

We assume that q -:t. P

posed by Theorem 6.6.3.

M (2) glven by the relations (6) - (9) in A.I isp,q
But, of course, it is a skew PBW ring.

i: q-I, and proceed following the general scenarIO Im-

A.3.1. Stable points. There are the following stable points (with respect to e
and i}) in SpeeR. R = k[S,Dj:

(a) the generic point 0;

(b) (D);

(e) (11);

(d) (l1.D).

Note that, for any stable point P of SpeeR. the left ideal generated by

p In 'R = M (2) is two-sided: Le. 'Rp defines a closed subscheme which de-
pJq

serves a special attention.

Consider each of these stable points in the inverse order.

(d) The corresponding ideal is maximal, and the generated by it Jeft ideal

in M (2) is two-sided. The quotient algebra is given by relations:
pJq

xy = yx = 0; tu = ut = O.

(c) Here the relations are:

xy = D = yx.

The quotient algebra RI(l1) is naturally isomorphie to

generate a ring over k[D] defined by the relations:

tu = 0 = ut.

kID]; and t, u

(1)
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pair (p,p) is generated by t;'(11) and {xa' x~a I a E X} and acts on modules

of the corresponding subcategory as the hyperbolic ring R{e.~} of rank IX! de

fined by the data {8a'~aI 0: E X}.

C5.2. Quantized enveloping algebras and hyperbolic rings. Consider now the quan

tized enveloping algebra U (S) of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra S. Of course, weq
have a situation similar to that of the non-quantized case. Only instead of the

polynomial ring U(Tl) = S(11). we should consider the quantized version of enve

loping algebra of the Cartan subalgebra - Laurent polynomials; and the automor

phisms 8a are defined differently. The corresponding hyperblic ring, denote it

by 'H (s). can be regarded as a quantized version of the introduced in C5.1 hy-q
perbolic ring U(s).

ApPENDIX: TwO-PARAMETER DEFORMATIONS OF M(2) AND GL(2).

We begin with M (2). By definition [SW], this is a k-algebra with gene-p,q
rators x, y. t. u subject to the following relations:

xt = ptx, xu = qux~ xy = yx + (p - ,Iq)tu (1)

tu = (qlp )ut, ty = qyt, uy = puy. (2)

A.l. Rewriting the relations. Set 11:= tu. D:= xy - p1l. We have:

Tlt = (plq)tT1, Tlu = (qlp)U11;

Tlx = (1Iqp)Xll, TlY = (qp)yTl 01

One can check that

(1)

(2)

Dx = xD. Dy = yD, (3)

Dt = (plq)tD, Du = (qlp)uD. (4)

Now take R = kfll,D] (= kf~.l1]). Define automorphisms 'Ö and 8 of the

nng R by

'Öf(~.D) = j(aTl. D), 8j(11,D) = fibrt.bD)

where a = I/qp. b = qlp. Note that 1}08 = 8011.

Now the defining relations can be rewritten as folIows:

xy = D + P11. yx = ij-l(D + PTl);

xr = 1}(r)x, ry = yi}(r); tr = 8(r)t, ru = u8(r)

for all r E R;

(5)

(6)
(7)

8-1
tu = 11, ut = 11; (8)

xt = ptx, xu = qux~ ty = qyt. uy = pyu. (9)

Note that each of the pairs (x,y) and (t,u) generates a hyperbolic ring

over R.
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(7)

(5)

(6)

(3)

(4)

tr = 8'(r)t, ru = u8'(r) (2)

for all r E k[D}, where 8'(r)(D) = r(bD). It follows from the relations (1),

(2) that the closed subscheme defined by the generateö by D ideal is homeomor-

phic to. the fibered coproduct Speckb[t.D} U Speckl/yu,D} over Speck[Dj
Speck[D}

of b- and llb-quantum planes.

The fiber of 'R over (Tl) IS Speckb(D)[t] U Speck11b(D)[u].
Speck(D)

(b) We identify the quotient algebra RI(D) with k[ll}. The relations de-

scribing the closed subscheme defined by (D) are

xy = pll, yx = Ply-I(ll);

xr = i}'(r)x, ry = yt}'(r); tr = 8'(r)t, ru = u8'(r)

for all r E k[~}; here i}'(11) = all , 8'.., = bll;

8,-1
tu = 11, ut = 11;

xt = ptx, xu = qux; ty = qyt, uy = pyu.

Note that the relations (3)-(6) describe a 4-dimensional quantum space.

To get the fiber of Spec'R-mod (~Spec/'R) over (D), we should go to the

residue field k(ll) of the point (D). The relations are the same, but over

k(ll). In particular, 11 becomes invertible which allows to get rid of half of

the variables. We drop y and u. The remaining relations are:

xr = i}'(r)x, tr = 8'(r)t

for all r E k(ll) , i}'(ll) = all , 8'11 = l1rl; and

xt = ptx.

These are equations of an iterated skew polynomial ring.

(8)

(a) The fiber of Spec:R-mod over the generic point (0) is the spectrum of

(the category of left modules over) the ring described by the relations (6)-(9)

in A.l. but with R = k[ll.Dj replaced by its fraction field k(ll.D). Thus, we

can drop variables y and u. The remaining relations are:

xr = i}(r)x, tr = 8(r)t; (9)

- for all r E k(ll.D);

(10)

for all rational functions

xt = ptx.

8j(ll.D) = f(m"bD)Here i}f(l1.D) = f(all.D),

f(ll.D) (cf. (5) in A.l).

Again, we have an iterated skew polynomial flng (as In the case (b)), but,

with k(ll) replaced by k(ll. D).

A.3.2. Partially stahle points. Any irreducible polynomial

i}-stable point in SpeeR. Suppose that /(0) *" O. and

/ in D defines a

f(bmD) '* f(D) for any
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m (e.g. b is not a root of one). then the subgroup (l}) generated by i}

the stabilizer of the prime ideal (f). The corresponding subring 'R(j)
generated over R/(j) = KIll} (here K = kID]/(j)) by x, y subject to

relations:

IS

is

the

xy = D + Pll. yx = 'Ö,-I(D + Pll) = D + a-Ipll (1)

xr = it'(r)x. ry = y'Ö'(r) (2)

where {}J(ll) = I(aTl) for any I E KIll]·

Thus. 'R(j) IS a hyperbolic ring over KIll]. and its spectrum can be des-

cribed explicitly using results of [R4]. Note that we need only the part of the

spectrum which 'sits' over the generic point of KIll}. This part coincides with

the spectrum of a skew polynomial ring given by the relations

xr = it"(r)x for all r E K(ll) (3)

where it"r(ll) = r(all)·

In the generic cases (Le. when the equality anbm =
= 0), the primes listed above are the only points of

stabilizer.

implies that m = n

SpeeR having nontrivial

A.3.2. Some of the degenerate cases. For all nonnegative integers m, n

f E R, we have:

and any

(1)

where a = l/qp, b = q/p.

Sm.stable points. If b = q/p is an m-th root of one, then any prime ideal

in R = klll,D] generated by polynomials f(",D) = L ll'da.. such that a .. = 0
lJ lJ

if i+j tm is Sm-stable. The ·stabilizing' subring 'R(j) is generated over the

quotient R/(j) = by z:=tm and w:=um satisfying the relations:
rn-I I-m

ZW = b 11, ut = b 11;
zr = Sm(r)t, nv = wem(r)

for all r E R/(j).

If (Sm) 15 the stabilizer of (j), then, by Theorem 6.6.3, the fiber of the

. spectrum of 'R-mod over (f) is in one-to-one correspondence with the points of

the spectrum of the skew polynomial ring given by

zr = S,m(r)z for all r E 1<..

where J( 15 the field of fractions of R/W, S' the automorphism of J( in-

duced by S.

it
n·stable points. If a = I/qp is an n-th root of I, then any prime ideal

in R generated by a polynornial f in "n and D is i}n-stable. If (itn) is

a stabilizer of (j), then, as above, the (left) spectrum of the skew polynomial
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flng In one variable over a skew field (residue field of (j)) describes the

fiber of Spec1(~mod over (f).

-önam-stahle points. If anbm = I. then any irreducible polynomial f E k[llJ

such that f(O) *' 0 defines a -önem-stable prime ideal. We leave to areader

the defining of the skew polynomial ring responsible for the fiber over (f).

Other degeneracies which might occur lead to the situations listed above.

only coefficients change.

A.4. The ring GL (2). It follows from the relations (3), (4) in A.I that the
q,p n

multiplicative set (D):= {D I n ~ O} satisfies (right and left) Ore conditi-

ons. By definition, the algebra GL (2) is the localization of M (2) atq,p q,p
the Ore set (D). In other words, GL (2) IS the ring corresponding to theq,p
complement of the closed subset defined by the ideal M (2)D.. q,p

The defining relations are given by the equalities (6)-(9) In A.I. only the

ring R should mean k[l1,D,D~IJ.
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commutes with {}. So, applying D to both parts of the equation (2), one gets

the system:

q(i)Sl}DSj(a(i)z.) = aDSj(O), S ~ O. (3)
I

SBy the. induction assumption, D ](0) E k for every S ~ O. Since char(k)

= 0, this implies that j E k[~/. In particular, l}j = f, i.e. the equation

(2) is

f(q(i)~. + a(i)z.) = af(~·)·
I I I

(4)

But, this case was already considered in I). •

C4.5.2. Stabilizers. Now, given a subgroup G In !c(R) such that any element

<q,O:> E G has the property

a(i) = 0 => q(i) = I,

it is easy to describe stabilizers of prime ideals in G:

just single out a subset I ~ 1, and take the subgroup

<q,a> E G such that a(i) = 0 (hence q(i) = I) for all i E I.

G(I) of a11

C4.S.3. The second quantum Weyl algebra. The description of the spectrum of the

algebra W (k) fo11ows the same pattern as in the case of the second Weylq,2
algebra A (k) (cf. C4.3). We leave details to the reader.

2

es. AREMARK ABOUT RELATIONS BETWEEN THE SPECTRUM OF REDUCTIVE

AND (QUANTIZED) KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS AND THE SPECTRUM

OF CERTAIN HYPERBOLIC RINGS.

Theorem 6.6.3 shows that the complexity af representation theory (ar local

algebra In our approach) IS cancentrated In the stabilizers af points of the

spectrum of the base category il. Ta see what is going on, consider one of the

most important examples: monads associated to the enveloping algebras of Kac

Moody Lie algebras and their quantized versions.

Fix a Kac-Moody

i1 is the category

P E SpecA. The

6(i), such that

es.!. A hyperbolic ring associated to a Kac..Moody Lie algebra.

(or a reductive) Lie algebra S with the Cartan subalgebra 11.

We shall use the notations of 2.5. Dur 'base category'

U(ll)-mod of modules over the Cartan subalgebra. Fix a point

stabilizer !Pp of P is the submonad generated by all

8(i)(P) = P. Clearly !Pp contains the submonad

Zell): = Ee 6(i),
iE ro
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